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Abstract 

The present document contains a report of the specification of a Replication Service 

intended to be added to a CORBA distributed architecture. This service, also known as 

Group Communication Service, will add fault tolerance and availability to CORBA abjects by 

managing group of abjects. This work of specification has been carried out using TRIO+, an 

abject oriented specification language for real-time systems. This work is intended to take 

part in the project OpenDREAMS in collaboration with the Dipartimento di Elettronica e 

Informazione of the Politecnico di Milano, Italy. 

Résumé 

Ce document contient un rapport sur la spécification d'un service de "réplication", 

Replication Service, conçu pour une architecture de type CORBA. Ce service, également 

appelé Group Communication Service, ajoutera la tolérance aux pannes et la disponibilité 

des objets CORBA en gérant des groupes d'objets. Ce travail de spécification a été effectué 

en TRIO+, un langage de spécification orienté objet pour systèmes temps réel. Cet ouvrage 

s'insère dans le cadre du projet OpenDREAMS en collaboration avec le Dipartimento di 

Elettronica e Informazione du Politecnico di Milano, Italie. 
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Introduction 

The present document contains a report of the work of specification that the authors 

achieved during a four-months training at the Politecnico di Milano, Italy. This specification 

is the description of a Replication Service intended to be added to a CORBA distributed 

architecture. This service, also known as Group Communication Service, will add fault 

tolerance to CORBA objects by managing group of objects. This work of specification has 

been carried out using TRIO+, an object oriented specification language for real-time 

systems, that was developed at the Department of Electronics and Information of the 

Politecnico di Milano, Italy. This work is intended to take part in the project OpenDREAMS in 

collaboration with the Department of Electronics and Information of the Politecnico di 

Milano, Italy. 

In the first chapter, we will introduce TRIO+ as an object-oriented temporal language. The 

second chapter will be a short introduction to the OpenDREAMS project. In the third 

chapter, we shall report the informai specification of the Replication Service that we started 

from. 

The fourth chapter of this document will expose the way we wrote a TRIO+ specification of 

the service, starting with the informai specification of the previous chapter. 

Finally, we will show, in the fifth chapter, how one could proceed to verify the correctness of 

our specification, by following a structured method. 



Chapter I 

TRIO, a language for real

time specifications 

I.1. The TRIO language 

TRIO holds for Iempo Bea/e JmplicitQ (the Italian for Implicit Rea/-time). It has been 

developed at the Politecnico di Mi/ano. In this section, we will give a brief definition of TRIO 

as a first order logical language, then we will add to it temporal characteristics. We will 

show then what a TRIO specification looks like. 

L1.1. TRIO as a first order language 

This paragraph is a brief recalling - not a definition - of first order logical languages, TRIO 

being one of them. We will not explain here the full semantics of first order languages. The 

reader can find more information on this subject in [2]. Since first order languages do not 

always use the same symbol terminology, we show here the notation we will use. We 

have: 

• Variable names, which are interpreted as values in a valuation domain ; 

• Function names, which are interpreted as functions between valuation demains. A 

function name is followed by the list of its arguments between parenthesis. An argument 

can be a variable or a function ; 

• Predicate names, which are interpreted as relations between valuation demains. 
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Typically, a variable, function or predicate name begins with a lower-case letter. 

• Propositional connectors : -,, /\, v, ➔ and H. 

• Ouantifiers : V and :3. 

Unlike most first order logical languages, TRIO is typed. That means that the choice of a 

valuation domain for a variable, does notcome under the interpretation, but is - implicitly -

done at the lev el of the formula itself. 

We predefine on expressions associated to numerical domains, the comparison infix 

predicates =, <, >, $, ~, -:t= and the infix functions +, -, *,/,DIV, MOD, etc. 

A TRIO formula can be : 

• A predicate name ; 

• A* B, where A and B are TRIO formulas, and * is a connector; 

• Vvar (A) or :lvar (A), where A is a TRIO formula and var is a variable name. 

L1.2. TRIO as a temporal language 

I.1.2.1. The temporal demain 

In order to make TRIO a temporal language, we have to choose a temporal domain, which 

has to be numerical, but can be either discrete or continuous. TRIO variables can take a 

value in the temporal domain. Typically, we note t a variable that takes a value in the 

temporal domain. 

TRIO is a temporal language in the sense that an interpretation for a TRIO formula is a -

possibly different - interpretation of this formula for each value of the temporal domain. For 

example, the formula (p v q) can be true at some points of the temporal domain, and false 

at others. 

TRIO divides variables, functions and predicates into two groups : 

• Time dependent variables, functions and predicates; 

• Time independent variables, functions and predicates, for which the interpretation is the 

same for all points of the temporal domain. Usually, time independent variables are 

called constants. 

18 
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Let A be a TRIO formula. We have seen that A, with respect to a given interpretation, has 

a truth value (i.e. is true or false) for each instant in the temporal domain. But when we 

say: 

A 

we actually mean "Now, Ais true.". To say that, we have had to implicitly define the "Now", 

i.e. to define one point of the temporal domain as being the current instant. Ali TRIO 

formula is expressed in a relative way, with respect to an implicit current instant. 

I.1.2.2. TRIO operators 

In order to be able to consider TRIO formulas at instants of the temporal domain other that 

the current instant, we define the 'Futr' operator. Let A be a TRIO formula and ta variable 

on the temporal domain. Then, 

Futr(A, t) 

is a TRIO formula. This formula is true if and only if A is true on the instant (n + t), where 

n is the current instant. 

Although the operator 'Futr' can be used with negative values of t, it is more convenient to 

use the operator 'Past' defined as following : 

Past(A, t) =der Futr(A, -t) 

In the purpose of readability, we define a few more operators : 

• Universal temporal operators 

AlwF(A) =der Vt (t>O ➔ Futr(A, t)) 

Il A will always hold (i.e. will always be true) in the future 

AlwP(A) =der Vt (t>O ➔ Past(A, t)) 

Il A has always held in the past 

Alw(A) =der AlwP(A) A A A AlwF(A) 

Il A always holds 

• Existential temporal operators 

SomF(A) =der -,AlwF(-,A) 

Il A wi/l hold (at least one lime) in the future 

SomP(A) =der -,AlwP(-,A) 

Il A has held (at least one time) in the past 

Som(A) =der SomP(A) v A v SomF(A) 

Il A holds at least atone instant 

Note that the operators 'Alw' and 'Som' are "time independent", in the sense that the truth 

of a formula that begins with one of these two operators does not depend of the current 

instant in which the formulais evaluated. 

19 
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• Operators describing a persisting situation 

Lasts(A, t) =der \it' (O<t' <t ➔ Futr(A, t')) 

Il A wi/1 hold ( at least) during the next t time units in the future 

Lasted(A, t) =der \it' (O<t'<t ➔ Past(A, t')) 

Il A has held (at least) the last t time units be/ore the current instant 

Until(A1, A2) =der :lt (t>O A Futr(A2, t) A Lasts(A1, t)) 

Il A, will hold until the next time Ai is true; 

Il furthermore, Ai will actually be true in some future 

Untilw(A1, A2) =der Until(A1, A2) v AlwF(A1) 

Il A 1 will hold until the next lime Ai is true; 

Il A, will holdforever if Ai never becomes true 

Since(A1, A2) =der :lt (t>O A Past(A2, t) A Lasted(A1, t)) 

Il A 1 has held since the last lime A1 has been /rue; 

Il furthermore, Ai has actua/ly been true in the pas/ 

Sincew(A1, A2) =der Since(A1, A2) v AlwP(A1) 

Il A 1 has held since the las/ lime Ai has been true; 

Il A1 has always held if Ai has never been true 

We can also define some variants for 'Lasts' and 'Lasted': 

Lastsee(A, t) =der Lasts(A, t) 

Lastsu(A, t) =der \it ' (~t'~t ➔ Futr(A, t')) 

LastSe;(A, t) =der \it' (O<t'~t ➔ Futr(A, t')) 

Lastsi0(A, t) =der \it' (~t'<t ➔ Futr(A, t')) 

Lastedee(A, t) =der Lasted(A, t) 

Lastedu(A, t) =der \it' (~t'~t ➔ Past(A, t')) 

LastedeiCA, t) =der \it' (O<t'~t ➔ Past(A, t')) 

Lastedie(A, t) =der \it' (~t'<t ➔ Past(A, t')) 

In the same way, we can define variants for 'Until' and 'Since' : 

Untilee(A1, A2) =der Until(A1, A2) 

Untilu(A1, A2) =der :lt (~ /\ Futr(A2, t) A Lastsu(Ai, t)) 

UntileiCA1, A2) =cter :lt (t>O A Futr(A2, t) A LastseîCA1, t)) 

Untilie(Ai, A2) =cter :lt (~0 A Futr(A2, t) A Lastsie(Ai, t)) 

Since0e(A1, A2) =der Since(Ai, A2) 

Sinceu(A1, A2) =cter :lt (~ A Past(A2, t) A Lastedu(A1, t)) 

Sincee;(Ai, A2) =der :lt (t>O A Past(A2, t) "Lasted.;(Ai, t)) 

Sinc~.(Ai, A2) =der :lt (~ A Past(A2, t) /\ Lasted;e(A1, t)) 

• Operators describing a change of state 

20 

UpToNow(A) =der :lt (t>O A Past(A, t) A Lasted(A, t)) 

Il A has been true during the las/ instants 
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Becomes(A) =der (A "UpToNow(-,A)) 

Il A was not true during the /ast instants, but right now it is 

• Other operators 

NextTime(A, t) =der Futr(A, t) " Lasts(-,A, t) 

11 The first time in the future when A wi// ho/d is at a 

Il distance oft time unitsfrom the current instant 

LastTime(A, t) =der Past(A, t) " Lasted(-,A, t) 

Il The most recent moment in the past when A has he/d is at a 

Il distance oft lime units from the current instant 

L.1..3. Specifying with TRIO 

1.1.3.1. What is a TRIO specification? 

Now that we have to our disposai the necessary tools to write easy-to-read TRIO formulas, 

we can move on to specifying in TRIO. 

Roughly, a TRIO specification is a set of TRIO axioms. A TRIO axiom is a TRIO formula 

which is supposed to hold at any time. The TRIO axiom 

A 

has the meaning of the TRIO formula 

Alw(A) 

constraining the system we are specifying. 

More precisely, a TRIO specification is composed of: 

• A temporal domain ; 

• A set of variables, functions and/or predicates, temporal dependent and/or independent, 

associated to their respective domains (types) ; 

• A set of TRIO axioms. (Stating the domain of quantified variables that occur in the 

axioms. A variable that appear not to be quantified in a TRIO axiom is implicitly 

universally quantified) 

1.1.3.2. Example of a TRIO specification 

The following example has been inspired from [4]. In a pondage power station, the quantity 

of water in the reservoir is controlled by a sluice gate. The gate is opened and closed via 

two commands, up and down, which can be represented by a time dependent TRIO 

predicate go with one argument taking its values in the domain {up, down}. The current 

state of the gate can have one of the four values up (the gate is completely open), ctown 

21 
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(the gate is closed), mvUp (the gate is being opened), and mvDown (the gate is being 

closed), and is modelled in TRIO by a time dependent variable called position. 

The following axiom describes the fact that it takes the sluice gate A time units to go from 

the down to the up position, after receiving a go(up) command. 

go_up axiom : 

(position=down "go(up)) ➔ (Lasts(position=mvUp, A) 

"Futr(position=up, A)) 

Symmetrically, it takes the sluice gate A time units to go from the up to the down position, 

after receiving a go(down) command. 

go_down axiom : 

(position=up "go(down)) ➔ (Lasts(position=mvDown, L'.1) 

"Futr(position=down, L'.1)) 

The following axiom describes the fact that if a go(up) command arrives and the gate is not 

still in the down position, but is moving down because of a previous go(down) command, 

then the direction of motion of the gate is reversed only when the down position is reached. 

move_down axiom : 

(position=mvDown "go(up)) 

➔ :3t (NextTime(position=down, t) 

"Futr((Lasts(position=mvUp, A) 

/\ Futr(position=up, A)), t)) 

Symmetrically, if a go(down) command arrives and the gate is not still in the up position, but 

is moving up because of a previous go(up) command, then the direction of motion of the 

gate is reversed only when the up position is reached. 

move_up axiom : 

22 

(position=mvUp" go(down)) 

➔ :3t (NextTime(position=up, t) 

/\ Futr((Lasts(position=mvDown, A) 

/\ Futr(position=down, A)), t)) 
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1.1.3.3. Declarative or operational? 

Up to now, we have considered the TRIO specification of a system as being a set of axioms, 

that is, as being declarative. However, in our mind, all variables, functions and predicates 

do not have the same role with regard to the system we specify. Actually, in the example 

above, the predicate go is considered as an inputto the system, while the variable position, 

being the indirect result of the injunctions we gave to the sluice gate by the way of the 

predicate go, is considered as an output of the system. In a general way, there can also be 

variables, functions and predicates that are intermediary, that is, neither input nor output. 

Usually, writing a TRIO specification of a system is expressing its outputs as a function of its 

inputs. A help in verifying the completeness of a specification could be to verify whether its 

outputs are completely determined by its inputs1• 

To take up aga in our example, none of the axioms above prevents the variable position from 

changing value without receiving any go order. Therefore, we should add the following 

axioms. 

stay_down axiom : 

(position=down /\ ,go(up)) ➔ UntileiCposition=down, go(up)) 

stay_up axiom : 

(position=up /\ ,go(down)) ➔ UntileiCposition=up, go(down)) 

L1.4. Speculation 

The experience has proved that TRIO is adequate for real-time systems specification. 

However, its use beçomes difficult when considering large and complex systems. TRIO does 

not provide powerful abstraction mechanism, and lacks an intuitive and expressive graphie 

notation. In the next part of this chapter, we will define TRIO+, by enriching TRIO with 

concepts and constructs from object-oriented methodologies. 

1 Note that a specification could let some liberties, allowing different outputs for the same inputs. 

Therefore, the reactions of the system would not be completely determined. 
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I.2. The TRIO+ language 

TRIO is enriched by the concept of specifying at different levels of abstraction [6]. A TRIO+ 

specification of a system will be divided into sub-specifications, i.e. will contain modules 

which are also TRIO+ specifications. This is made possible introducing the concept of class. 

TRIO+ has been provided with a graphie notation system, ta help understanding the 

structure of complex, subdivided specifications. 

L2.1. Simple classes in TRIO+ 

I.2.1.1. Concepts coming from TRIO 

TRIO+ gives a syntax ta the concepts that were introduced in TRIO. A simple TRIO+ class 

will be composed of all the elements that were necessary ta make a TRIO specification : 

• The temporal domain. 

• The items, which corresponds ta TRIO variables, functions and predicates, (respectively 

vars, functions and predicates) given with their respective types. There are two 

categories of items : 

• TD Items, that is îïme Dependent Items. 

• TI Items, that is îïme Independent Items. 

Note that: 

• A predicate Item without argument can also be called proposition. 

• The vars îïme Independent Items can also be called consts or values. 

• A set of TRIO axioms. A vars clause will introduce the quantified variables that occur in 

the axioms, declared with their domain. Ali axiom is introduced by a name. The names 

of the axioms must not conflict neither between them nor with the name of the items of 

the class. 

I.2.1.2. Visibility 

A TRIO+ class always contains a visible clause, with an enumeration of items defined in the 

class. An item made visible in that way is an item that has to be known by the user of the 

system the class is describing. The visible clause thus corresponds ta the object-oriented 

concept of interface in the TRIO+ class. 
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I.2.1.3. Example 

Let's make our TRIO specification example from section I.1.3. a simple TRIO+ class. It 

becomes: 

class sluiceGate 

visible go, position 

temporal domain real 

TD Items 
predicates go( { up, down}) 

vars position: {up, down, mvUp, mvDown} 

TI Items 
consts Li: real 

axioms 
vars t: real 

go_up: (position=down A go(up)) ➔ (Lasts(position=mvUp, Li) A Futr(position=up, Li)) 

go_down: (position=up A go(down)) ➔ (Lasts(position=mvDown, Li) 

A Futr(position=down, Li)) 

move_up: (position=mvUp A go(down)) ➔ 3t (NextTime(position=up, t) 

A Futr((Lasts(position=mvDown, A) 

A Futr(position=down, Li)), t)) 

move_down: (position=mvDown A go(up)) ➔ 3t (NextTime(position=down, t) 

A Futr((Lasts(position=mvUp, Li) 

A Futr(position=up, Li)), t)) 

stay _up: (position=up A -,go(down)) ➔ Untile;(position=up, go(down)) 

stay _down: (position=down A -,go(up)) ➔ Untile;(position=down, go(up)) 

end sluiceGate 

I.2.1.4. Graphie notation 

A TRIO+ class is represented as a box, with its name written at the left top corner. An item 

of the class is represented as a line inside the box, with its name close to it. If the item is 

visible, the line is extended to continue outslde the box. The graphie representation of the 

class sluiceGate of our example is shown ln Figure I-1. 
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sluiceGate go 

position 

Figure 1-1: Graphie representation of the class sluiceGate 

1.2.1.5. Input and output items - graphie notation 

In a TRIO+ class, some items ean be eonsidered as input or output items (see section 

1.1.3.3. for more details). An input item will be represented as a line with an arrow aiming 

at the inside of the box, while an output item will be represented as a line with an arrow 

aiming at the outside of the box. Note that this graphie notation is only used to inerease 

readability. These operational eonsiderations are purely speeulative and do not interfere 

with the definition of the class. Figure I-2 shows what beeomes the graphie representation 

of the class sluiceGate of our example. 

sluiceGate go 

position 

Figure 1-2 : Operational graphie representation of the class sluiceGate 

1.2.1.6. Instances of a simple class 

An interpretation for the items of a class eonsists in : 

• An interpretation for eaeh TI Item of the class. That is to say, a value in the domain of 

this item. 

• An interpretation for eaeh TD Item of the class. That is to say, a function from the 

temporal domain to the domain of this item. 
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The domain of an item is defined as following. 

• The domain of a vars Item contains the values associated to its type. 

• The domain of a functions Item contains the functions going from the domain of its 

argument(s) into the domain of the returned value. 

• The domain of a propositions Item is the Boolean domain. 

• The domain of a predicates Item contains the subsets of the set of all possible values 

for its argument(s). In a given interpretation, a predicate will be said true for some value 

V of its argument(s) when this interpretation associates the predicate to a subset that 

contains V. 

An instance ( or mode/) of a simple TRIO+ class is an interpretation for its items, for which 

all the axioms of the class are true at any instant in the temporal domain. To define a class 

is to define the set of its instances. 

It has no sense to talk about the value of an item of a class. One can only talk about the 

value of this item in a particular instance of the class. 

L2.2. Structured classes in TRIO+ 

I.2.2.1. Modules 

A TRIO+ structured class has, besides all the characteristics of a simple class, a modules 

clause. The modules clause consists in a list of module names associated with their type. 

The type of a module is a TRIO+ class, either simple or structured. However, a class can 

never be used neither in its own definition, nor in the definition of any class used in it, 

directly or indirectly, so that recursive class definitions are completely ruled out. 

• The temporal domain of a structured class and the temporal domains of ail classes 

used in its definition must be the same. 

• The item, axiom and module names in a structured class cannot confllct. 

• In the axioms of a structured class, one can refer any visible item of any module of the 

structured class, simply calling it module_name.item_name. 

• In the same way, a visible item of a module of the structured class can be made visible 

at the level of the structured class. 
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1.2.2.2. Example 

A reservoir contains one sluice gate for water input and another one for water output. 

class reservoir 

visible inputGate.go, outputGate.go 

temporal domain real 

modules inputGate, outputGate: sluiceGate 

end reservoir 

In this example, the class reservoir has two modules: an inputGate and an outputGate which 

are both sluice gates, and correspond to the class sluiceGate specification. The class 

reservoir has two visible items : the predicate 'go' of the inputGate module and the predicate 

'go' of the outputGate module. At the level of the use of the class reservoir, they will be 

considered as its own items 'inputGate.go' and 'outputGate.go'. 

1.2.2.3. Graphie notation 

A structured class, like a simple class, is represented as a box, with its name written at the 

left top corner. The items are represented as lines, extended to continue outside the box in 

the case of visible items. A module is represented as another box, contained in the main 

box. The name of the module appears at the left top corner. The visible items of a module 

are represented as lines coming out of its box. The graphie representation of the class 

reservoir of our example is shown in Rgure l-3 . 

. 
reservo1r 

go inputGate outputGate go 

position position 

Figure 1-3 : Graphie representation of the class reservoir 

1.2.2.4. Instances of a structured class 

Let's consider, for a TRIO+ structured class : 

( 1) An interpretation for each item of the class. 

(2) For each module contained in the class, one instance of the class that corresponds to 
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the type of this module2• This instance determines, in particular, the values of the 

visible items of the module. 

Let's take (1) and (2) so that all the axioms of the structured class are true at every instant. 

We call this an instance ( or mode/) of the structured class. 

I.2.3. Connections and arrays 

I.2.3.1. Connections between items 

Let's consider a TRIO+ class with two variable items Ili and Vz. We want to constrain them 

to be equal at every instant of time. We can do that by adding the axiom 

in the axioms list of the class. In the same way, we can constraint two predicates or two 

propositions Pi and Pi to have the same truth value by adding the axiom 

For two n-ary functions fi and h, we should add the axiom 

Vx1 .. . Vxn (fi(xi, ... , Xn)=h(xi, . . . , Xn)) 

assuming that the xi are declared with the appropriate type in the axioms vars clause. 

TRIO+ connection mechanism exempts us from adding axioms on that purpose. Placed 

before the axioms clause, the connections clause is a list of pairs of items, with the same 

semantics as would have the corresponding axiom binding the two items. 

I.2.3.2. Example 

Let's consider a water conduit, that has two gates like a reservoir but with a command go 

unique for bath gates. The two gates will receive the same orders3• The items inputGate.go 

and outputGate.go are not directly made visible at the level of waterConduit, but are bath 

made identical to the visible item go of the class waterConduit. 

2 Let's assume that, like in the example reservoir, we have two modules of the same class/type 

(sluiceGate) contained in the structured class. An instance of this class (reservoir) thus contains two 

instances of the same class (sluiceGate). It would be possible that these two instances are identical. 

It would just mean that the two gates always have the same behaviour (i.e. the same value for each 

item at every instant). 

3 That does not mean that the two gates will have the same behaviour. In the example, an instance of 

the class waterConduit could contain two instances of sluiceGate (one for each module) with two 

different values of their non-visible item il, which implies a different reaction time of the two gates. 
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class waterConduit 

visible go 

temporal domain real 

TD Items 
predicates go( { up, down}) 

modules inputGate, outputGate: sluiceGate 
connections { 

(go inputGate.go) 

(go outputGate.go) 
} 

end waterConduit 

1.2.3.3. Graphie notation 

Two connected items are represented by the same line. The graphie representation of the 

class waterConduit of our example is shown in Figure I-4. 

go 

waterConduit 

inputGate go go outputGate 

position osition 

Figure 1-4 : Graphie representation of the class waterConduit 

1.2.3.4. Arrays of modules 

TRIO+ provides a facility to specify systems that contains identical parts. The modules 

clause can contain an entry which type, instead of being a class, is an array [n1 .. niJ of a 

class, where n1 and ni are integers such that n1~n;_. The semantics is that this entry does 

not represent a module, but represents n modules (n=n7 n1+1), each of them being 

identified by the array's name followed by a number i in square brackets, such that n1~i;;,n;_. 
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I.2.3.5. Example 

Let's consider a water room, that has three gates with no particular distinction between 

them (no input nor output gate). 

class waterRoom 

visible gate.go 

temporal domaio real 

modules gate: array [1 . .3] of sluiceGate 

end waterRoom 

From the outside of the class waterRoom (for example in a class hydraulicPowerStation that 

would use a module room of type waterRoom), we can write axioms involving the predicates 

go of the modules gate, simply calling them room.gate[l] .go, room.gate[2].go and 

room.gate[3].go. 

I.2.3.6. Graphie notation 

An array of modules is represented as a box with multiple borders. The graphie 

representation of the class waterRoom of our example is shown in Figure I-5. 

waterRoom 

gate go 

position 

Figure 1-5 : Graphie representation of the class waterRoom 

I.2.3.7. Connections involving arrays 

1. Let a TRIO+ class contain two arrays of modules. If both arrays have the same 

dimension, we can connect a (visible) item of the first array to a (visible) item of the 

second, with the semantics that each module of the array will have this item connected 

to the item of the corresponding module in the other array. 
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2. An item of a class can be connected to a (visible) item of an array of modules of this 

class, on the following condition : 

• If the item of the array is a vars item with type T, the item connected must be a 

functions item with one argument in the domain of the indexes of the array, 

and which returns a value of type T. 

• If the item of the array is a functions item with argument(s) of type T1 x ... x Tp 

(p~l) and with a return value of type T, the item connected must be a 

functions item with arguments of type Ta x T1 x ... x Tp and with a return value 

of type T, where Ta is the domain of the indexes of the array. 

• If the item of the array is a predicates or propositions item with argument(s) 

of type T1 x ... x Tp (p~O), the item connected must be a predicates item with 

arguments of type Ta x T1 x ... x Tp, where Tais the domain of the indexes of the 

array. 

I.2.3.8. Example 

Let take back our water conduit example, this time defining a multiple water conduit with 

three independents water conduits in it. The input gate and the output gate of a given 

conduit always receive the same orders. 

class tripleWaterConduit 

visible go 

temporal domain real 

TD Items 

predicates go([l..3], {up, down}) 

modules inputGate, outputGate: array [1..3] of sluiceGate 

connections { 

} 

(inputGate.go outputGate.go) 

(go inputGate.go) 

end tripleWaterConduit 

In this example, the connection (inputGate.go outputGate.go) is equivalent to the following 

axioms clause : 

vars 

i : [1..3] 

order: { up, down} 

in_out_connection: 'fi Vorder (inputGate[i].go(order) H outputGate[i].go(order)) 

And the connection (go inputGate.go) is equivalent to the following axiom : 

go _connection: Vi Vorder (go(i, order) H inputGate[i].go(order)) 
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From the outside of the class tripleWaterConduit (for example in a class hydraulicPowerStation 

that would use a module tripleConduit of type tripleWaterConduit), we can give orders to the 

ith conduit, simply constraining the predicate tripleConduit.go(i,v), for some value(s) of v. 

I.2.3.9. Graphie notation 

The graphie representation of the class tripleWaterConduit of our example is shown in Figure 

1-6. 

go 

triple WaterConduit 

inputGate go go outputGate 

position position 

Figure 1-6 : Graphie representation of the class tripleWaterConduit 

I.2.4. Genericity 

I.2.4.1. The genericity mechanism 

TRIO+ gives the possibility to write generic classes. The name of a generic class will be 

followed by the list of its parameter(s), between square brackets. A parameter represents a 

type (even a class type). A generic parameter representing a class type (that is, a class 

parameter) will be used to declare a module and thus to define classes that are generic with 

respect to the class (the type) of that module. 

An instanciation of a generic class GC is a class C such that for each parameter in GC, either 

this parameter still exists in C, or it does not exist anymore and every occurrence of it has 

been replaced by the same given type. We do that by writing: 

class C is GC [parameters_and/or_types_list] 

Let p be a class parameter in GC. Then, a "where p has items_lisf' clause can appear just 

after the parameter list in GC, with the following semantics. Let C be any class instancing 

GC, that replaces its parameter p. Then, C has to replace p by a type that provides, in its 
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definition, a visible clause containing all the items listed in items_list Moreover, all these 

items have to be compatible (same category of item, same domain) with their use in GC. 

1.2.4.2. Example 

We can make a generic version of the class waterRoom (section I.2.3.5.), with regard to the 

type of gates used in it, and also with regard to the domain of the array. 

class parametricWaterRoom [genericGate, gateDomain] 

visible gate.go 

temporal domain real 

modules gate: array gateDomain of genericGate 

end parametricWaterRoom 

We can now instanciate it by giving a type to genericGate and gateDomain, defining a class 

waterRoom (strictly equivalent toits previous definition in section I.2.3.5.) : 

class waterRoom is parametricWaterRoom [sluiceGate, 1..3) 

In the case in which the parameter is a range (for example gateDomain), it is usually 

admitted to use directly the boundaries (that is, values) as parameters. Example : 

class parametric Water Room2 [genericGate, gateNumber] 

visible gate.go 

temporal domain real 

modules gate: array [1..gateNumber] of genericGate 

end parametric W aterRoom2 

class waterRoorn is parametricWaterRoorn2 [sluiceGate, 3) 

I.2.5. Inheritance 

1.2.5.1. The inheritance mechanism 

TRIO+ provides an inheritance mechanism. A class can be the subc/ass or heir of another 

class which is then called its superclass. The subclass is said inheriting the superclass. This 

is done by beginning the (sub)class declaration with the inherit clause. 
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A subclass receives all the attributes of its superclass : 

• Its items; 

• Its modules ; 

• Its axioms and connections ; 

• Its parameters ; 

• Its visible clause (this provides monotony of the interface a visible item in the 

superclass cannot be hidden in the subclass). 

A subclass cannot cancel an attribute received from its superclass, but can redefine the 

items, modules and axioms received. 

• To redefine a module, one just have to put its new definition in the modules clause. The 

class of the new definition of a module must be a subclass of the old one. 

• To redefine an item or an axiom, one just have to put its new definition in the items or 

axioms clause. There is no constraint linking the definition with the old one. 

• Inside the inherit clause, the redefine clause enumerates the attributes redefined. 

Note that the oriented graph defined by the inheritance relation must be acyclic. 

I.2.5.2. Example 

In the following example, we specify a sluice gate with an emergency command that makes 

the gate open ten times faster than a normal open command. We do that by inheriting the 

previously defined sluiceGate class, redefining the predicate go with a new domain, including 

a 'fastUp' command. We also redefine the axioms go_up and stay_down, and we finally add 

a new axiom fast_ up: 

class sluiceGate WithEmergencyControl 

inherit sluiceGate [redefine go, go_up] 

TD Items 
predicates go( { up, down, fastUp}) 

axioms 
go_up: (position=down A go(up)) 

➔ ((Lasts(-,go(fastUp), ~) 

➔ (Lasts(position=mvUp, ~) A Futr(position=up, ~))) 

A (-,Lasts(-,go(fastUp), ~) ➔ Untile;(position=mvUp, go(fastUp)))) 

stay _down: (position=down A -,go(up) A -,go(fastUp)) 

➔ Untile;(position=down, go(up) v go(fastUp)) 

fast_up: ((position=down v position=mvUp) /\ go(fastUp)) 

➔ (Lasts(position=mvUp, A/10) A Futr(position=up, A/10)) 

end sluiceGate WithEmergencyControl 
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1.2.5.3. Multiple inheritance 

TRIO+ allows multiple inheritance. A class C can inherit from bath classes A and B by 

simply writing : 

class C 

inherit A, B 

end C 

In some situations, a name clash can occur between an attribute (item, module or axiom) in 

the definition of A and of B. We have the following situation : 

class A class B 

1D Items 1D Items 
vars x: real vars x: real 

end A end B 

There are two cases : 

1. The item x has the same meaning in A and B, as a consequence of inheritance of bath A 

and B from a common subclass M. 

2. The item xdoes not have the same meaning in A and B. 

In the first case, there is no real name clash. The resulting class C will have only one item 

x, corresponding to the item xthat A and B have in common. In the second case, the name 

clash is solved by renaming at least one of the two xitems. For example, we can call ythe 

xthat appears in B, in the following way : 

class C 

inherit A, B [rename x as y] 

end C 

In some other situations, we could have a class M defining an attribute x, and the classes A 

and B inheriting from M, so that no one of A and B can be derived by inheritance from the 

other one. Moreover, let's suppose that at least one of the classes A and B does rename x. 

Then, TRIO+ imposes that no class can be derived from bath A and B. 
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This property ensures that an attribute of a class will never become two distinct attributes in 

a heir class. 

I.3. Improvements to TRIO+ 

Apart from TRIO+, developed at the Politecnico di Mi/ana, there is another extension to 

TRIO, TRIO*, that has been developed by the CISE working groups. Attempts are being 

made to gather these two extensions into a single language : TRIO+*. We will not explain 

here the whole TRIO+* language - which is still on study -, but we will expose in the last 

part of this chapter some improvements to TRIO+, derived from TRIO*, that can be useful 

to the purpose of our specifications. 

L3.1. Events and states 

The item definition of a TRIO+ class will now be divided into four parts : TI Items, TD 

Items, event Items and state Items. Events and states items are other kinds of time 

dependent items, with restrictions on their evolution along the time domain. 

1.3.1.1. Events 

Intuitively, an event item is equivalent to a predicate (or proposition) TD item intended to be 

true only when something particular happens in the system, and false otherwise. 

----~-v------◄~-v--------◄~-v ____ ., temporal 
domain -iev -iev -iev -iev 

Figure 1-7: An event item 

An event will occur (i.e. be true) only on discrete instants. If the temporal domain is 

discrete, this property is trivial. On the contrary, if the temporal domain is continuous, 

defining an event item ev is equivalent to defining a predicate (or proposition) TD item ev 

with an additional axiom constraining it (t, t'E temporal domain) : 

ev ➔ :lt (t>O /\ Vt' (O<lt'kt ➔ Futr(-,ev, l'))) 
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For example, the predicate TD item go of the class sluiceGate (see section I.2.1.3.) could be 

defined as an event item, as following. 

class sluiceGate 

visible go, position 

temporal domain real 

TDitems 
vars position: { up, down, mvUp, mvDown} 

event Items 
go( { up, down}) 

TI Items 
consts Li: real 

axioms 
Il no changes in the axioms 

end sluiceGate 

1.3.1.2. States 

Intuitively, a state item is equivalent to a predicate (or proposition) TD item representing an 

aspect of the situation of the system. It is intended to change value (i.e. to become true or 

false) only when something particular happens, and to keep the same value otherwise. 

Moreover, let's decide (arbitrarily) that on the instant when the state is changing value, it 

still has its old value. 

-,St 
-------jo 

-,st st 
~ -,~)lt -----~•t -----,..,► temporal 

-,st st -,st domain 

Figure 1-8 : Astate item 

A state will change value only on discrete instants. If the temporal domain is discrete, this 

property is trivial. On the contrary, if the temporal domain is continuous, defining a state 

item st is equivalent to defining a predicate (or proposition) TD item st with an additional 

axiom constraining it (t, t'E temporal domain) : 

(St ➔ 3t (t>O /\ Vt' (O<t' <t ➔ Past(st, t')))) 

/\ (-,St ➔ 3t (t>O /\ Vt' (Ü<t' <t ➔ Past(-,st, t')))) 
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I.3.1.3. Predefined events associated to states 

When astate item stis defined in a class, two events items are implicitly defined with it: 

• begin_stoccurs at the instant when the state stis becoming true. 

• end_stoccurs at the instant when the state stis becoming false. 

begin_st end_st 

-,St st --,st 

Figure 1-9: Events associated with astate 

temporal 
domain 

More formally, the events begin_st and end_st are defined with the two following implicit 

axioms (t, t'E temporal domain) : 

begin_st H (-,St/\ 3t (t>O /\ 'v't' (O<t'<t ➔ Futr(st, t')))) 

end_st H (st /\ 3t (t>O /\ 'v't ' (O<t' <t ➔ Futr(-,st, t')))) 

L3.2. Other improvements 

• TRIO+* authorizes the definitions of variables of type class. If x and y are variables of 

type class, then they represent instances of this class (see the definition in sections 

1.2.1.6. and 1.2.2.4.). The expression .x=y, that can appear in the axioms, indicates the 

equality between these instances. 

• TRIO+* provides facilities for type definition, as for example : type typename = typel 

union type2 

• etc. 

The reader will find a complete description of the TRIO+* language in [5]. 
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The OpenDREAMS project 

The next step of our job, after the TRIO language learning, was to understand the concepts 

of the project we had to work in. In this chapter, we give an overview4 of the OpenDREAMS 

project, its objectives, its motivations, and a global description of the architecture it 

provides. 

OpenDREAMS stands for Open Distributed Reliable Environment Architecture and 

Middleware for Supervision. 

II.1. Objectives 

The overall goal of the OpenDREAMS project is to satisfy the increasing needs of advanced 

Supervision and Control Systems (SCSs), by providing middleware technology and tools to 

integrate existing systems and new applications with strong distribution and data 

management requirements. 

This project proposes an object-oriented distributed architecture that takes into account the 

industrial state of the art, offering a way to evolve without immediately abandoning 

4 Complete descriptions of the OpenDREAMS project and its architecture can be found in [8] and [9]. 
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accepted working systems. The platform provided by the project is meant to support the 

design and development of distributed Supervision and Contrai (S&C) applications with 

persistent storage and critical requirements (high availability, performances). The scope of 

the OpenDREAMS project intends not only to provide the definition and specification of such 

a platform but also to carry out its implementation. 

In order to achieve the overall goal of the project, a number of major objectives have been 

identified : 

• to be interoperable and extensible, building on already existing software and integrating 

commercial systems; 

• to offer persistent storage facilities ; 

• to offer services permitting to manage persistency, querying objects, high availability 

and distributed transactions ; 

• to offer a set of design guidelines to configure a distributed application on top of the 

platform; 

• to be compilant with international and industry standards. 

The project objectives have been identified during a process that has allowed to perform a 

number of design choices concerning the architecture and priorities for the platform. This 

process started by the analysis of specific applications and more generic S&C requirements 

and models - drawn from the industrial expertise. 

II.2. Motivations 

The application domain of OpenDREAMS is the field of Supervision and Contrai Systems 

(SCSs). SCSS deal with collecting, assessing and mastering data coming from the highly 

evolving environment in which they work. SCSs have to process all the information about 

the environment on a real-time basis in order to properly react to any event. 

Typical examples of SCSs are : 

• command and contrai systems in the field of transport (air, railway and road) including 

traffic management and fleet management systems; 

• civil security supervision and control systems for police, tire brigades, health care and 

territorial administrations at every level of operation (national, regional and local 

centres); 
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• command and control systems for the management of large equipment infrastructures 

such as telecommunications networks, electricity and water distribution networks, large 

buildings. 

The development and operation of sess require full support to real-time data processing 

and acquisition, continuity of operations (high availability), distribution (interoperability, 

data sharing), permanent data storage, as well as capabilities for managing historical 

functions, diagnostic functions, report generations, etc. 

The development process of such systems is submitted today to a number of pressures 

created by an increased competition between suppliers, by customer requirements for a 

reduced time-to-market and by a reduction of technology lifetime to 4 to 5 years in the 

software market. Realization time frame for a typical application is now reduced to less than 

24 months in order to satisfy current operational requirements. In the recent past, the 

development process for these systems lasted from 5 to 7 years. Furthermore, customers 

want systems with a high capacity for evolution in order to keep them up to date and to 

take benefrt from the last available technology. This means that systems must be able to 

integrate new functions while keeping interoperability with previous versions and external 

systems, and without entailing major design revisions of system architecture. 

Today, the proprietary nature of most sess restricts access from third parties and inhibits 

integration of new technologies. However, it is unrealistic to think that large companies will 

undertake full scale sess replacements ; they shall rather operate incremental upgrades of 

their existing systems. To achieve this goal, an open system architecture must be used. It 

shall allow the incorporation of products and systems based upon published and industry 

standards, and avoid proprietary solutions. 

The greatest challenge in designing sess around an open architecture is to design a 

synergistic environment that transforms the monolithic vendor-supplied computer systems 

into a system of computing elements that share information, provide redundancy and 

protect functional availability from any single point-of-failure. With this kind of architecture, 

existing ses functions may be incrementally ported from the old ses platform to the much 

more powerful open system platform. eurrently, there is no commercially available product 

that satisfies the requirements of an ses development and execution platform. 

The Object Management Group (OMG) has developed a reference architecture, the OMA, 

Object Management Architecture (Figure II-1), upon which all of its specifications are based. 

The organization publishes industry guidelines for commercially available object-oriented 
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systems. By encouraging industry-wide adoption of these guidelines, the OMG fosters the 

international development of software tools that support open multi-vendor distributed 

computing. 
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Figure 11-1 : The OMA 

The OpenDREAMS platform conforms with the OMG specifications of the Common Object 

Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), and uses the OMA as a sound basis, allowing to work 

in a well-structured and neat architectural framework. As defined by the OMG, CORBA is a 

technology providing a middleware support for interoperability in heterogeneous distributed 

environments. 

The requirements and architecture, implied by the S&C reference model identified in the 

OpenDREAMS project, are - at least partially - matched by the OMA, as shown by Figure 

II-2. 
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Figure 11-2 : Mapping of the OMA onto the S&C reference model 

The OpenDREAMS platform complements the OMA framework with : 

• the ability to take into account existing DBMSs - either relational or object-oriented ; 

• the ability of replicating some objects, in order to allow for high availability despite of 

failures; 

• guidelines for application design, which are the first steps towards a dedicated 

methodology to develop distributed SCSs. 

II.3. Global architecture synopsis 

Orbix - IONA's implementation of the CORBA standard - is used as the backbone for 

ensuring the interoperability and openness of the platform architecture. Orbix provides the 

mechanisms capable of supporting transparent abjects' invocations and portability over a 

distributed heterogeneous system. It provides, as well, some of the needed services. 

To satisfy the persistent storage needs of the targeted applications and their heterogeneity 

requirements, two different types of commercial database products are integrated in the 

OpenDREAMS platform : an object-oriented DBMS (POET) and a relational DBMS (Oracle). 
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To ease the application development activities and the integration of data management on 

the ORB, a set of services is provided. Those services are transaction, query, and 

persistency. As a matter of fact, some of those services are already partly specifled by the 

OMG organization. What remains to be done is : 

• a more precise speciflcation of the components used by the services, and 

• a detailed speciflcation of the interactions and integration of ail those services, as well 

as of the use of the similar services provided by DBMS, and how to implement them on 

top of the existing products (i.e. Orbix, Poet and Oracle). 

Those points have not been deeply studied by the OMG, and lead to some shortcomings and 

sometimes inconsistencies in their current speciflcations. 

In OpenDREAMS, each service needs to be available as a single entity orthogonal to the 

others, but also as a component of a more complex system inside which it collaborates with 

the other services and existing products. One of the goals of the OpenDREAMS platform is 

to flll this gap by providing the application developer with accurate and well integrated 

services, including replication, transaction, persistency and query. 

To provide a high-availability functionality, a new Replication Service is introduced. This 

service does not exist for the moment in the current OMG speciflcations. 

The platform functional architecture (Figure Il-3) is composed of: 

• a set of common services to manage persistency, query, replication and distributed 

transactions over an ORB ; 

• different types of database adapters, implementing the data management services (i.e., 

transactions, query and persistency) on top of DBMSs ; 

• an extended ORB, allowing to fulfll the services and adapters requirements ; 

• an extended OODBMS, allowing its integration and use in the OpenDREAMS platform. 
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Figure II-3 : The OpenDREAMS platform functional architecture 
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The Replication Service 

The heart of our work is the specification of the Replication Service which have been added 

to CORBA in the OpenDREAMS project. Before that, we have to understand how it works. 

In this chapter, we present an overview5 of the Replication Service, its interfaces, and the 

technical solutions for integrating it together with the ORB. 

III.1. Goal of the SelVice 

Distributed computing has to deal with some intrinsic problems, like partial failures and loss 

of system consistency. Today's industrial applications require a high degree of reliability and 

availability, which is difficult to provide within distributed computing systems. Crashes, 

corrupted data or network failures are some of the problems that occur frequently and which 

the programmer has to deal with. 

The goal of the Replication Service is to provide object-level fault-tolerance and high

availability by replicating CORBA objects on different sites. The Replication Service provides 

5 We present, here, the informai description of the Replication Service that can be also found in [9]. 
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for explicit replication of abjects in a distributed environment and for the management of 

consistency of replicated copies - by ensuring message delivery and ordering. 

Replication is used mainly for two purposes : 

• Fault tolerance : a group of n replicated abject can tolerate up ta n-1 failures. 

• High availability : replicas can handle requests in parallel. 

The current version of the Replication Service is based on the group communication 

paradigm - and we also call it the Group Communication Service -, which is considered a 

powerful paradigm ta support fault-tolerance and high availability through replication. 

Severa! systems have successfully experimented with the support of reliable and highly 

available distributed applications through group communication, some of which have an 

object-oriented architecture. Among these systems are Horus, Isis, Phoenix, Totem, and 

Transis. For the time being, the OMG has not specified any service for replicating abjects. 

III.2. The Group Communication paradigm 

The group communication paradigm allows the prov1s1on of high availability through 

replication in a straightforward way - by gathering a set of replicas into a single group. We 

describe below the general group model as adopted by most group-oriented systems, i.e. 

Horus, Isis, Phoenix, Totem, and Transis. 

The key mechanisms underlying group communication are group multicasts and dynamic 

group membership. A well known example of a group multicast primitive is the total order 

multicast, which ensures that all requests sent ta a group will be received by all the 

members of the group in the same order. Dynamic group membership allows ta change the 

composition of the group at run-time. 

Since the members of a group usually share a common state, a new member has ta receive 

the current state from the group when joining it. This is performed by a state transfer 

mechanism that transparently transmits the current state from an "old" member of the 

group ta the new one. Group members must thus provide operations for "getting" and 

"setting" their shared state. 
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Group members are also notified whenever a member joins or leaves the group - possibly 

because of a crash - so that any member knows the current composition of the group. 

This mechanism is called a view change. 

When communicating with groups, clients do not need to know the number of group 

members, nor how the members divide and perform their work. A group of replicas can 

thus be viewed as an abstract fault-tolerant entity . 

. · ..... 

01iênts · 

Figure 111-1 : Group Communication 

Figure III-1 illustrates how a request from a client is sent to a group of servers. A grey 

circle represents an object. Clients know about the group through an abstract identifier -

generally a symbolic name - which they use to reference the group and to communicate 

with it ; they do not need to know the composition of the group, nor the localization of its 

members. If two clients send messages ml and m2 to a group G, using a total order 

multicast, the system ensures that both messages are received in the same order by all 

members of G, i.e. either message ml is received before m2, or m2 is received before ml at 

all members of G. 
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III.3. Adding Group Communication to CORBA 

In this subsection, we present the different approaches for adding group communication -

and consequently replication - to a CORBA environment, including the approach used by 

existing products. 

There are basically two approaches for adding "abject" group communication to a CORBA 

environment. The first one consists of integrating the notion of group within the ORB core, 

allowing a client to perform invocations to a group of abjects as if it was a singleton object. 

The ORB performs the invocation to the replicated objects, gathers the replies, and returns 

them to the client. This approach provides transparency but requires a modification of the 

ORB core. The second approach consists of providing an external service that offers the 

basic primitives for managing groups of objects ; the ORB knows nothing about groups. 

This approach is similar to the one adopted by the OMG to enhance CORBA with persistence, 

transactions, event channels, etc. Achieving complete group transparency is not 

straightforward with this approach but the ORB is not modified and the modularity of the 

architecture is preserved. In the following, we give some elements to compare the two 

approaches and the choice made in the OpenDREAMS project. 

IIL3.1. Integration approach 

The key idea of integration is that group communication is supported by the ORB core itself. 

Two ORBs have adopted this approach : Orbix+ Isis and Electra. 

In this model, groups conta in objects of the same type. An object reference of type T is 

mapped to a group of objects of type T. The ORB is modified to distinguish references to 

singleton objects from references to groups of objects. Figure III-2 illustrates how a request 

is performed to a group of objects using Orbix+Isis. The request is given to the ORB, which 

recognizes that it is addressed to a group of objects and translates it into a call to an Isis 

multicast primitive. At the server sides, the relevant operation of each member is invoked 

by the ORB, which returns the result to Isis. Rnally, replies are gathered at the client side, 

and returned to the client. 
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Figure 111-2: The Orbix+Isis model 

By default, only one of the replies is returned to the client in order to keep the group 

invocation transparent. However the client is also able to access ail the replies if it is aware 

of the group, and wants to take advantage of it. The basic idea is to generate two types of 

functions : standard and special functions. The client uses the function with the signature 

that corresponds to its needs. If the client is not aware of groups only the standard 

functions will be used. 

Electra and Orbix+Isis implement different variations of the integration approach. 

• Electra extends the Basic Object Adapter (BOA), adding the ability to create, destroy, 

Join, and /eave a group, the notification of view changes, and the support for state 

transfer. Since the modification is performed at the BOA level, every CORBA object of 

the system can potentially be member of a group. Ali communication is performed 

using a toolkit that supports group communication (Isis or Horus). Ali server objects are 

handled in the same way. However, it adds unnecessary complexity to objects that are 

not member of a group, and which only need standard BOA support. 

• With Orbix+ Isis, objects that can be group members have specific properties. Point-to

point communication goes through Orbix while multicasts are handled by Isis. To be a 

member of a group an object must inherit from an abstract base class that extends the 

object with the notification of view changes and the support for state transfer. 
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Another variation of the integration approach consists of providing a second abject adapter 

in addition to the Basic Object Adapter (BOA), which is allowed by the CORBA specification. 

We would then have the basic adapter for standard abjects and a dedicated adapter for 

member abjects. 

III.3.2. Service Approach 

The basic idea of the service approach is to provide group communication as a service on 

top of the ORB, and not as part of the ORB itself. The service "plugs" on the abject bus, 

enhancing it with new functionalities. As shown in Figure III-3, the Group Communication 

Service (GCS) appears as a new CORBA service, besides other services, e.g. transaction 

service and persistence service, and aise besides any other CORBA abject. 
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Figure 111-3 : Using a Group Communication service 

The graphical representation of the service in Figure IIl-3 is completely independent of the 

effective location of the service. A service is viewed as a set of IDL6 interfaces, and it can 

be composed of several abjects located at different nodes on the network. The service is 

inherently accessible from anywhere on the bus. 

Using a service makes groups explicit ; one has to invoke the Group Communication Service 

to join groups, multicast messages, etc. 

6 Each object, in the CORBA, has its interface described in an Interface Description Language (IDL). 

Examples of IDL descriptions can be found in section III.4.2. 
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To send a request to a group, the client must invoke a specific multicast operation on an 

object of the service. The latter is then in charge of multicasting the request and collecting 

the replies. On the server side, member objects are required to support a specific set of 

operations to enable the service to cal/ back to them to invoke some operation (view 

changes, state transfer, etc.). 

IIL3.3. Discussion 

The main advantage of the integration approach versus the service approach is 

transparency. An object group is not distinguishable by a client from a singleton object that 

implements the same interface. Thus, a singleton object can easily be replaced by an object 

group to achieve high availability by simply recompiling its clients, as long as the latter 

exhibit a standard behaviour (e.g. they do not need to access the complete set of replies 

resulting from an invocation to a group). This approach makes it possible to reuse existing 

clients with very few changes, and to let them access highly available components. In order 

to achieve a similar level of transparency in the service approach, the usage of smart proxies 

is necessary. Any of the two approaches require server abjects (i.e. group members) to deal 

with replication. 

Another advantage of the integration approach is that an implementation can be very 

efficient since group communication is performed directly by the ORB. Multicasting a 

request does not involve an intermediary object as in the service approach. 

The cost of transparency is that the semantics of CORBA object references are modified. 

The Object Mode/ of the CORBA specification defines an object reference as an abject name 

that reliab!y denates a particular abject. An abject reference identifies the same abject each 

time the reference is used in a request, and an abject may be denated by multiple, distinct 

references. With the integration approach, an object reference does not uniquely identify a 

single CORBA object on the network, but - possibly - a group of objects. Furthermore, the 

objects referenced can change over time (the reference can even designate an empty 

group). 

The other drawbacks of the integration approach are the loss of portability (implementation 

is strongly ORB-dependent) and interoperability (both clients and servers have to use the 

same ORB implementation, which relies on proprietary group communication mechanisms). 

The advantages of the service approach over the integration approach mainly concerns 

portability and interoperability. A service is not ORB-dependent (it is defined only in terms 
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of an !DL interface), and by using the ORB communication primitives it benefits from the 

ORB's interoperability properties. It requires no modification of the ORB and is easily 

portable from one ORB to another. 

A service offers a more powerful and flexible model since it makes the use of groups explicit, 

and therefore does not rely on a set of predefined behaviours. It also makes it possible to 

group abjects that support different !DL interfaces. Finally, multiple services can cooperate 

in the system, e.g. the GCS can use a Recovery Service to recover server abjects from crash 

failures, or the Persistent Object Service to manage persistent replicas. 

The service approach seems to be more appropriate to a CORBA environment as it follows 

the OMG "philosophy'' : the ORB should provide a minimal mechanism to break the 

boundaries of languages and address spaces, allowing heterogeneous distributed abjects to 

interoperate. Ali additional functionality should be provided as services, i.e. specific CORBA 

abjects with IDL interfaces. For instance, concurrency and persistence are needed by many 

applications, and some programming languages address these issues, but the OMG did not 

include any support for them in the ORB core. They rather defined external services, 

keeping the ORB core as simple as possible with the necessary tools common to all CORBA 

applications. Finally, a service is much more likely to be standardised than an ORB 

extension - or even a new abject adapter. Therefore, this approach will be adopted for 

OpenDREAMS. 

III.4. Detailed service description 

A CORBA service is most accurately viewed as a set of IDL interfaces. It is generally 

decomposed into several distinct interfaces that provide different views for different types of 

clients. It can be implemented as a collection of distinct abjects that cooperate to provide 

the complete service, and which are located at different nodes on the network. This is 

typically the case for the Group Communication Service. 

In addition to standard abject invocation, services can use interface inheritance and abject 

factories to provide powerful and reusable services. 

• Interface inheritance is useful for defining a set of operations that a client is required to 

support in order to enable a service issue call-backs ; it allows server abjects to invoke 

some operation of the client and pass data asynchronously to it. 
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• Object factaries are useful for creating or obtaining references to - possibly remote -

objects that support a basic set of operations, without using language-specific 

constructs. It also allows to pass arguments to an object at creation time, overcoming 

the lack of constructors in IDL. 

IIL4.1. Service structure 

The Group Communication Service is intended to work in a distributed environment, and 

therefore its design does not depend on any global, critical, or centralised service. Clients 

can send messages to groups of server objects without knowing their identity. Clients and 

servers support standard IDL interfaces; no extension to CORBA is necessary to define 

these interfaces. Currently, the GCS only provides for untyped ane-waycommunication7• 

When designing the GCS, three families of objects must be distinguished : 

• member objects ; 

• service objects ; 

• factory objects. 

Member abjects are gathered into a group and have to react to events such as message 

delivery, view change and state transfer. They must be provided by the programmer and 

they inherit from generic interfaces that define the operations which the service invokes 

when one of these events occurs: deliver (), view_change (), get_state (), etc. 

Service abjects are associated with a group, and are used to interact with the group. A 

group is nota CORBA object in itself; it has no localisation since it is inherently distributed. 

Furthermore, we cannot rely on a single centralised object as an intermediary between the 

clients and the members of a group, since this would compromise fault-tolerance and would 

constitute a performance bottleneck. Therefore, we use specialised objects as local 

representative for groups. These service objects run the protocols necessary for message 

delivery and group management. 

Factary abjects facilitate the creation of service objects that are associated to groups at 

creation time. Providing factory objects with IDL interfaces enhances reuse by being 

independent of the programming language for creating CORBA objects. 

7 The requestjrep/y model can easily be implemented on top of the one-way model. 
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The classes of these three families of objects, as well as their relationships, are shown in 

Figure III-4. They are detailed in the next subsections . 
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Figure 111-4: Classes of objects defined by the Group Communication Service 

III.4.2. Service interfaces 

The Group Communication Service provides several interfaces associated wlth the different 

views that objects have from each other : 

• the c/ient's view, used to invoke the group ; 

• the member's view, used by a group member to modify its status within the group (e.g. 

join or /eave the group) and to communicate with other objects in the group ; 

• the service's view, used by the service to invoke the members of a group. 

Client's view allows a client to get information about groups, to perform requests on them, 

and to send point-to-point messages to individual members. Groups are accessed by clients 

through an interface of type GroupAccessor, which acts as a local representative for the 

group. GroupAc cessor objects are created by invoking the Cr e ate () operation on a 

GroupAccessor Factory object, giving it the name of the group as parameter. A 

GroupAccessor object is dedicated to a single group, so that clients must create a distinct 

object for each group they want to access. The GroupAccessor interface defines an 

operation for multicasting messages to the group it represents (mul tica st ( ) ). This 

interface also defines an operation for getting the current composition of the group 

(get_view () ). 
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// IDL 

module mGroupAccess{ 

/ / ... 
interface GroupAccessor{ 

} ; 

void multicast(in any message} raises (GroupError}; 

GroupView get_view(} raises (GroupError); 

interface GroupAccessorFactory{ 

GroupAccessor create(in string GroupNarne} 

raises (GroupError); 

} ; 

/ / ... 

} ; 

GroupView is a structure that contains a list of references to Invocable objects and a 

version number. An Invocable object is basically an object that can receive a message, 

i.e. that can be invokedthrough the untyped communication mechanism of the GCS. Once 

a client gets a reference to an object that supports this interface (e.g. by invoking the 

get_view () operation of a GroupAccessor object), it can also send point-to-point 

messages to the associated objects using the regular CORBA invocation mechanisms. 

Although this type of communication is less useful for clients than multicasts, it increases the 

system's flexibility especially when using a primary backup replication strategy. 

// IDL 

module mGroupAccess{ 

/ / ... 
interface Invocable; 

struct GroupView{ 

} ; 

sequence <Invocable> mernbers; 

unsigned long version; 

interface Invocable{ 

void deliver(in any message); 

} ; 

/ / ... 
} ; 
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Member's view is a superset of the client's view, and is defined by the 

GroupAdministrator interface. The GroupAdministrator interface inherits from the 

GroupAccessor interface and is also dedicated to a single group. Objects can join and 

leave groups using the j oin_group () and leave_group () operations of 

GroupAdministrator objects. GroupAdministrator objects are created by invoking 

the Create () operation on a GroupAdministratorFactory object, passing it the name 

of the group as parameter. 

// IDL 

module mGroupAdmin{ 

/ / ... 

} ; 

interface GroupAdministrator: mGroupAccess : :GroupAccessor{ 

void join_group(in Groupable member) 

raises (mGroupAccess: :GroupError, AlreadyMember); 

void leave_group(in Groupable member) 

raises (mGroupAccess: :GroupError, NotMember); 

} ; 

interface GroupAdministratorFactory{ 

GroupAdministrator create(in string GroupName) 

raises (mGroupAccess: :GroupError); 

} ; 

/ / ... 

Service's viewis defined by the Groupable interface. This interface must be supported by 

member objects and enables the service to issue call-backs to them. The Groupable 

interface inherits from the Invocable interface, and consequently from its ability to receive 

messages. In addition, it defines operations for view change notification (view_change ()) 

and for state transfer (get_state () and set_state () ). The Group Communication 

Service obtains a reference ta Groupable abjects as a parameter of the j oin () operatian. 

Upon a view change, the service invokes the view_ change () aperation of the Groupable 

abjects, passing them a parameter of type GroupView. This parameter contains a 

sequence of references to objects that are part of the new group view, but seen as 

Invocable objects rather than as Groupable objects; this ensures that operations 

view_change (), get_state () and set_s tate () will not be invaked by objects other 

than the Group Communication Service. 
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// IDL 

module rnGroupAdrnin{ 

/ / ... 
interface Groupable: rnGroupAccess: :Invocable{ 

void view_change(in rnGroupAccess: :GroupView newView); 

any get_state(); 

void set_state(in any state); 

} ; 

/ / ... 

} ; 

IIL4.3. Object interactions 

Figure III-5 : Structure of the service 

Figure III-5 shows the different types of abjects and interfaces involved in the Group 

Communication Service. An arrow with a vertical bar is used to show that the target abject 

supports the interface named next to the arrow, and that clients holding an abject reference 

of this type can invoke the operations defined by the interface. The arrow points from the 

client to the group member. The service is represented by a misshapen circle, which 

delimits a conspiracy of one or more abjects. For clarification, two different hasts are 

represented for the client of the service and the group member. The service itself is partly 

located on bath sites. 
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As depicted in Figure III-5, clients of the service holds an interface of type GroupAccessor 

to the service, while the group member hold an interface of type GroupAdministrator. 

The group member experts two interfaces, one for the service (Groupable), and the other 

for all other abjects (Invocable). 

Figure III-6 and Figure III-7 illustrate the interactions between objects involved in the Group 

Communication Service. A box represents an operation active on an abject, whose type is 

indicated on top of each vertical line. lïme flows from the top to the bottom. Plain arrows 

represent invocations, dashed arrows represent the creation of a new object, and double

headed dashed arrows between service abjects represent service-specific protocol 

messages. 

Client -~r:Qtlpàb.fe 
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Figure III-6: Interaction between two Groupabl.e objects 

Figure III-6 shows the interaction between a client and a group. We present two types of 

interactions : (1) a multicast to the group, and (2) a point-ta-point communication with a 

group member. We assume the group contains two members, i.e. two Groupable abjects. 

To perform the multicast, the client first creates a GroupAccessor object (used for 

communication) by invoking the create () operation on a GroupAccessorFactory 

abject. Then, the multicast is performed using this GroupAccessor abject (1). 
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To perform a point-to-point communication, the client gets a reference to the Groupable 

objects by invoking the get_ vi ev.: () operation. Then the client sends a point-to-point 

del i ver ( ) message using a standard CORBA invocation (2). 
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Figure 111-7: Interaction between a client and a Groupab1e object 

Figure III-7 shows how Groupable objects join and leave a group, and how view changes 

and state transfers are handled. 
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A first Groupable object creates a GroupAdministrator object and joins an empty 

group, which leads to a view change (1). 

A second object also joins, but since the group is no longer empty, the state transfer 

protocol is launched before the group view is given to the members (2). 

Finally, the first object leaves the group, inducing another view change (3). If this object 

had crashed, the same view change would have been performed. 
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Chapter IV 

TRIO+ specification of the 

Replication Service 

In this chapter, we will take the Group Communication Service described in [9] and that we 

related in Chapter III and we will make a formai specification of it. In order to formalize it, 

we will use the TRIO+ language, that we introduced in Chapter I, extended with the 

improvements of section 1.1.3. 

This chapter will be a description of the TRIO+ specification of the service and of the 

reasoning that conducted to it. We will deliberately skip some problems, some alternative 

solutions that appeared - or not - to be wrong tracks and some comments that would be 

tao long digressions : we dedicate the third part of this chapter on that purpose 

(section IV.3.). 

In a first step, we will explain how to structure the Group Communication Service into a 

TRIO+ specification. Then, we will show the detailed interactions between them. 



Specifying the CORBA Rep/ication SeNice in TRIO 

IV.1. Global architecture 

IV.1.1. Going over the Group Communication Service 

First of all, let's note that the Group Communication Service, as we mentioned in 

section III.4.1., is intrinsically distributed in nature, and thus will be located physically on 

bath the client and the member side. However, from the logical point of view, we can see it 

as centralized. 

In order to structure our specification, let's first review the tapies that have to appear in a 

specification of the service. First, in a general scheme, we can identify the actors involved in 

the Group Communication Protocol : 

• The Clients are entities that need to send messages8 to groups of abjects. 

• The Members are entities that are allowed to join these groups, in order to receive 

messages. 

• The Group Communication Service (GCS) is the entity intended to manage clients and 

member groups and to take care of messages sent from clients to member groups. 

The specification of the service is composed of the specification of a set of interfaces (see 

section III.4.1. and Figure IIl-5) that are to be provided by the different actors, and that are 

intended to be used by other actors, as shown in Table IV-1. 

Table IV-1 : Interfaces of the Group Communication Service 

Interface Belong to Used by 

Invocable Member Client 

Groupable Member GCS 

Group Accessor GCS Client 

Group Administrator GCS Member 

Group Accessor Factory GCS Client 

Group Administrator Factory GCS Member 

8 In reality, the clients are entities that need to cal/ primiüves on a server. But we made the 

simplification of one-way communication. See section III.4.1. 
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Note that, as it has been illustrated in Figure IIl-4, the Groupable interface inherits (with the 

CORBA meaning of inheritance) from the Invocable interface. Thus, a member object 

provides to the GCS in its Groupable interface, the Invocable interface (second line of the 

table). In the same way, a Group Administrator interface inherits from Group Accessor. 

The first line of the table refers to the possibility for clients to send a message to one 

particular member of a group, by the means of its Invocable interface. This approach is one 

of the features of the service, even if it is not recommended, because it would make 

possible that different members of a group have a different state. We will thus keep in minci 

the simplification that consists in removlng the possibility for clients to use directly the 

Invocable interface of a group member. On the same way, a client should not be aware of 

the composition of a group, and should not be able to call a get_view primitive (see 

section III.4.2.). 

IV.1.2. TRIO+ classes for the Group Communication Service 

In TRIO+, if one wants to express properties between objects that are described as TRIO+ 

classes, one has to put them as modules into a bigger class, and then express the properties 

by writing axioms binding the visible items of the modules. Therefore, it is clear that our 

work will result in a huge structured class containing all our specifications. 

We adopted the intuitive way of representing as a TRIO+ class each category of interfaces 

described above. Ali interfaces do not belong to the same actor, and we should keep in 

minci which interface belongs to whom (see Table IV-1). We will thus have six TRIO+ 

classes describing the six category of interfaces : 

• a Tinvocable class ; 

• a TGroupable class, inheriting the properties of Tlnvocable ; 

• a TGroupAccessor class ; 

• a TGroupAdministrator class, inheriting the properties of TGroupAccessor ; 

• a TGroupAccessorFactory class ; 

• a TGroupAdministratorFactory class. 

Remarks: 

• The 'T' in the name of the classes holds for 'Type', in order to remind the reader the 

distinction between a class and one of its instances (see sections I.2.1.6. and I.2.2.4.). 

An instance of the class TGroupAccessor, for example, represents one of the possible 

behaviours of a GroupAccessor interface. That is, the precise instants when it receives 

calls for its primitives, its response speed, etc. 
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• We will see later that the last two classes (the Factory interfaces) would be very similar, 

and we represent them as a single class TFactory. 

Thus we define five TRIO+ classes: Tinvocable, TGroupable, TGroupAccessor, 

TGroupAdministrator and TFactory. So, logically, our specification will look like a class 

GroupCommunicationService, containing a certain number of modules of these classes. 

How many? 

Let's answer this question for each one of the five classes defined above. 

• Tinvocable : An Invocable interface belongs to a member, and is intended to be used 

directly by the client. If we do not make the simplification mentioned at the end of 

section IV.1.1., we will have as many Invocable interfaces (that is, as many Tinvocable 

modules) as there exist group members. 

• TGroupable : A Groupable interface belongs to a member, and is intended to be used 

directly by the GCS. We thus have as many TGroupable modules as there exist group 

members. 

• TGroupAccessor: A Group Accessor interface belongs to the GCS, and is intended to by 

used by a client. We thus have as many TGroupAccessor modules as there exist clients9• 

• TGroupAdministrator : A Group Administrator interface belongs to the GCS, and is 

intended to be used by a group member. We thus have as many TGroupAdministrator 

modules as there exist members. 

• TFactory : The Group Accessor factory and the Group Administrator factory are owned by 

the GCS, and are intended to be used respectively by the clients and by the (future) 

group members, in order to be given respectively a Group Accessor / a Group 

Administrator. These two abject factories are unique10, so we have two modules of class 

TFactory. 

So the number of modules depends of the number of clients, members and groups that 

exist. Said in that way, it is impossible, because the number of clients is potentially 

9 To be correct, a client could access more than one group, so there (can) exist as many Group 

Accessors as there are clients x groups. The same remark applies for members. 

10 We insist on the fact that the two factories objects are unique from the logical point of view. 

Physically, they must be decentralized and there can thus exist several copies of it on different 

machines on the ORB. However, this problem is situated at the level of the implementation and all 

that is required is that the factories objects behave as if they were unique. 
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unlimited, as well as the number of (member) objects that wish to join groups, and TRIO+ 

does not allow a time dependent number of modules. 

The easiest solution to that problem is11 : 

1. To make the hypothesis that the number of potential clients is finite. Moreover, we will 

postulate that each client will ask a finite number of times the Group Accessor factory to 

create a Group Accessor (by calling the primitive 'create' - see section III.4.2.). In the 

same way, there will only exist a finite number of group members and they will call a 

finite number of times the primitive 'create' on the Group Administrator factory. 

2. To put in the class GroupCommunicationService a number of modules of type 

Tinvocable, TGroupable, TGroupAccessor and TGroupAdministrator greater than their 

respective bounds. 

3. To find a way to express the fact that a module can be 'sleeping' (that is, the 

corresponding instance of interface is 'not doing anything' at this instant, as if it were not 

existing yet), and that it can be 'awakened'. This can be done easily by adding a TD 

Item into the definition of the classes of these modules. We will see this point in more 

detail in section IV.1.2.1. 

At this point, we arrive at the following structure for our main class : 

class GroupCommunicationService 

temporal domain real 

modules 
GroupAccessorFactory: TFactory 
GroupAdministratorFactory: TFactory 

GroupAccessor: array [l..M] ofTGroupAccessor 
GroupAdministrator: array [ 1 .. N] of TGroupAdministrator 
Invocable : array [l..P] of Tlnvocable // On/y for direct client-member calls 

Groupable: array [l..P] of TGroupable 

end GroupCommunicationService 

where M is greater than the possible number of calls of the primitive 'create' on the Group 

Accessor factory interface ; N is greater than the possible number of calls of the primitive 

'create' on the Group Administrator factory interface ; P is greater than the possible number 

of group members. 

11 We will expose an alternative solution in section IV-3.6. 
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Remark : we chose a continuous temporal demain (real) by default, just because it is the 

most accurate model of reality : we encountered no reason that constrained us to use a 

discrete one. 

Oient's 
view 

GCS's view 

GroupCommunicationService 

Groupa hie 

(owned by Members) 

GroupAccessor GroupAdministrator 

GroupAccessorFactory GroupAdministratorFactory 

Figure IV-1 : Structure of the GroupCommunicationService class 

Member's 
view 

On Figure IV-1, we represented the main class of our specification. The graphie layout that 

we chose is function of the actor that has to use an interface (rather than the actor who 

ownsit - see Table IV-1). The module Groupable, that we placed on the top, is intended to 

be used by the GCS. The modules that we placed on the left are those used by the clients 

(the modules Invocable appear in grey, with the meaning that they could be removed, 

according to the simplification mentioned at the end of section IV.1.1.); the modules that 

we placed on the right are those used by the group members. 

TRIO+ lacks a mechanism of views, so all item of the class GCS that will be made visible, 

will be visible as much from any abject on the ORB. We cannot make a formai distinction 

between what the client can see, what the group member can see, etc. 

In the next section, precisely, we will show which items of the TRIO+ classes that are 

describing interfaces will be visible. In other word, we will show a method to transform an 

interface definition written in IDL into a TRIO+ class and, in particular, its visible items. 
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IV.1.3. Expressing primitive cal/sin TRIO+ 

Each of the five classes we defined in section IV.1.2. is intended to be the specification of an 

interface defined by the Group Communication Service. To be an interface means to have a 

set of primitives that are waiting to be called12• It would be a good idea to think of a 

general method to express a primitive call/return on the TRIO+ classes representing 

interfaces. 

Roughly, the idea is to put, for each primitive, an event item that will be true each time the 

primitive is called, and false otherwise. But we have to consider some problems : 

• How to pass arguments (if there are)? 

• How to get back the return value (if there is)? 

• How to express that an exception is raised? 

• And, of course, how to specify the effects of the primitive call ? 

The answer to the first three questions is: arguments, return value, exceptions are passed 

by using items. There are many ways to do it, we chose the most compact : 

• an event item "call" with as many parameters as there are arguments13• The 

parameters have the type of the corresponding arguments. When this item is true for a 

value of its parameters, this means that the primitive is called at this instant, with the 

corresponding value of its arguments. 

• another event item "Return" with one parameter of the type of the return value. If the 

item is true for a value of its parameter, this means that the primitive returns at this 

moment the corresponding result value. For the case an exception is raised, we 

associate a special value to the parameter of the event item, for each exception that can 

be raised. The type of the parameter becomes then a union type between the result 

type and the set of all exceptions that can occur. 

We considered the most complex case. In reality, not all primitive have a return value, 

exceptions, and arguments. 

12 Do not confuse primitives of the Group Communication Protocol (that are provided by the various 

interfaces of the service) and primitive calls at the level of clients to group of abjects (we made the 

simplification of one-way communication - see section III.4.1. - so that these primitive calls are 

replaced, in our problem, by message delivery). This message delivery uses the Group Communication 

Protocol, which is made of primitive calls on the service interfaces. 

13 We shall see that, practically, the primitives of the Group Communication Protocol never have more 

than one argument. 
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• If a primitive has no arguments, its item "call" will simply have no parameters. 

• If a primitive has a result, but no exceptions, then no need to put a union type 

parameter for its event item "Return". 

• If a primitive has exceptions, but does not return any result, its event item "Return" will 

have a parameter of type set of ail exceptions that can occur, and a value succeed, for 

the case of non-exception termination. 

• If a primitive has no result nor exceptions, then its item "Return" will simply have no 

parameters. We need to keep this item anyway, because we will have to know the 

instant of the end of the primitive's processing time. 

For the readability of our whole specification, we decided to work under the following 

"sequentiality" hypothesis : A primitive is never ca//ed on an intetface while this interface is 

stil/ processing a previous cal/ of this same primitive14 • This insures that we will always know 

which calf a return refers to. It exempts us from taking in consideration the identity of the 

calier, which would only make our specification unwieldy. More precisely, on a particular 

interface, 

1. two primitive calfs never occur at the same time; 

2. from a primitive calf on, until the return instant (which must exist), this primitive is not 

called on this interface. 

We can express that by adding axioms of Ca/Lunicity and processing in the class. See the 

example below. We still have to say that the return value is unique, sa does the axiom 

Return_ unicity. Of course, these axioms appear only when needed : for example, a 

primitive without argument will not need a Ca/Lunicityaxiom. 

In addition to that, a causality axiom will insure that when a primitive returns, it is always as 

a consequence of a calf of this primitive. This is done by saying that, when a return occurs, 

there has not been any other return since the fast time there was a calf (and there was). 

Ali these axioms are illustrated in the following example : we define an interface with a 

primitive primitive1 that has an argument of type argumenti_, a return value of type result1, 

and n possible exceptions exceptiorr to exceptiorf1. So that the primitive can be called, we 

made the events items visible. We remind the reader that, in a TRIO axiom, any variable 

that is not explicitly quantified is universally quantified. 

14 A way to make this simplification reasonable would be to say that the event item "Cali" of a primitive 

represents the instant of the beginning of its processing. The real instant of the primitive cal! would 

then be unconstrained and bound to the event item "Cali" by axioms specifying a queue. 
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class TExamplelnterface 

visible primitive1Call, primitive1Return 

temporal domain real 

event Items 
primitive1Call(argument1) 

primitive1Return(result1 union { exception1, ... , exception°}) 

axioms 
vars 

a, b: argument1 

x, y: result1 union {exception1, ... , exception°} 

t: real 

primitive1Call_unicity: (primitive1Call(a) /\ primitive1Call(b)) ➔ a=b 

primitive1Return_unicity: (primitive1Return(x) /\ primitive1Return(y)) ➔ x=y 

primitive1_processing: 

primitive1Call(a) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3x (primitive1Return(x)),t) 

/\ Lastsee(-,primitive1Call(b), t)) 

primitive1_ causality: 

primitive1Return(x) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3a (primitive1Call(a)),t) 

/\ Lastedee(-,primitive1Retum(b), t)) 

end TExamplelnterface 

The items and axioms mentioned above will appear for each primitive of each interface 

declaration (in section IV.2.). We shall remark the duality between the Ca/Lunicity axiom 

and the Return_unicity axiom ; and the duality between the processing and causality 

axioms. 

The graphie representation of this class would be the one shown in Figure IV-2. 

TExamplelnterface 
primitive1 Cali 

primitive1Return 

Figure IV-2: TRIO+ representation of a primitive 

In order not to overload the graphie representation of complex TRIO+ schemes, we will 

represent a primitive in an easier way, as shown in Figure IV-3. 
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TExamplelnterface 

primitive1 

Figure IV-3 : Simplified representation of a primitive 

There remains to answer the last question, i.e. how to specify the effects of the primitive 

calf. This will be done by writing axioms on the following scheme : ifthere is a call with 

some value for the arguments, then something happens, that can include : 

1. variation of items in the class itself, 

2. interactions with other interfaces (that is, other modules of the GCS), 

3. and finally the production of a result, at a certain time. 

The first point (variation of items in the class itself) is an effect that is internai to the class 

representing the interface that provides this primitive. It can be specified by axioms of this 

class. We call these axioms internai axioms. The second point (interactions with other 

interfaces) is, on the contrary, an effect that is externalto the class. It must not appear in 

the general definition of the class, because it expresses interactions between particular 

modules of the GCS. It can only be specified by axioms in the class 

GroupCommunicationService, that we call external axioms. We will be able to specify all 

the effects of the primitive calls of the service (these effects were - informally - described in 

Chapter III), as soon as we will have examined some more details about the whole 

specification. 

IV.1.4. Reviewing the Group Communication Protocol 

primitives 

The complete list of primitives (see Figure IIl-4 and section III.4.2. for their IDL definition) 

is shown in the first two columns of Table IV-2. 
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Table IV-2 : List of the primitives of the Group Communication Protocol 

Interface name Primitive name Argument Return value Exceptions 

Tfactory create TgroupName ( reference) groupError 

GroupAccessor multicast Tmessage - groupError 

get_view - TgroupView groupError 

GroupAdmini-
join_group ( ref erence) 

alreadyMember -
strator groupError 

leave_group ( ref erence) 
notMember -
groupError 

Invocable deliver Tmessage - -
Groupable get_state - Tstate -

set_state Tstate - -
view_change TgroupView - -

We listed in the last three columns of this table all other useful information that can be 

extracted from the IDL definition of the primitives (the argument type, the return value's 

type, the exceptions that the primitive can raise). We added some abstraction : for 

example, the argument of set_state is of type any. Indeed, the Replication Service does not 

specify what kind of functionality the member objects have, therefore the current state of a 

member object can be of any type, varying from member group to member group. 

However, we rather introduce abstract TRIO+ types as synonyms to the real types. Table 

IV-3 shows the type names we use in the specification. 

Table IV-3: Type names used in the specification 

TRIO+ type IDL type 

TGroupName String 

TMessage Any 

TState Any 

TGroupView sequence of (reference) 

The type 'reference' that appears on Tables IV-2 and IV-3 is an abstract notation for the 

name of any interface : 

• The return · value of the primitive create on TFactory is supposed to be either a 

GroupAccessor, or a GroupAdministrator. 

• The argument of the primitives join_group and /eave_group is supposed to be a 

Groupable interface 

• The type TGroupView is a sequence of Invocable interfaces. 
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Indeed, the Group Communication Service is intended to be a service on the ORB, which 

means that all interface is a CORBA abject, and has a reference that is unique at the level of 

the whole ORB. So, we will represent the fact that an interface is (for example) passed as 

argument by passing the reference of this interface. One can abject that this way of doing 

things is implementation-oriented, but, as we will explain in section IV.3.6., we considered 

and rejected the alternative solution of passing the instance of an interface class 

corresponding to the right module, instead of its reference. 

We need to keep an abject reference in every interface. This can be done easily with a 

TRIO+ lïme Independent Item of a type 'IDType' corresponding to the (unspecified) type of 

ORB references. The most elegant way to do that is to make every interface class inherit 

from a class ObjectID containing an item ID that is the reference. 

class ObjectID 

visible ID 

temporal domain real 

TI Items 
ID:IDType 

end ObjectID 

Figure IV-4 shows the resulting scheme of inheritance hierarchy for our specification. 
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There is an implicit property coming from the specification of the ORB, saying that any 

object on the ORB has a different ID. This implies that ail modules of the GCS will have a 

different value for its ID item. We could specify this with an external axiom (i.e. an axiom 

situated in the GCS class definition) saying that the ID's of ail modules are different, but in 

reality, this property is more general and involves ail objects on the ORB, not only those of 

the Group Communication Service. We assumed that such a property was insured by the 

ORB specification, and we did not include it in our specification. 

We are now ready to go more in detail into the heart of the specification. To conclude this 

section, we will show the TRIO+ structure of the Group Communication Service with ail its 

interfaces and ail the primitives of these interfaces. We adopted the simplified notation 

introduced in section IV.1.3., Figure IV-2 and IV-3. The graphie representation is followed 

by the corresponding TRIO+ class definition. 
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Figure IV-5 : The visible part of the GroupCommunicationService class 

Remarks about Figure IV-5 : 

• Ali that appear on the figure ls exactly what is known of the GCS, from the outside of it. 

If, for instance, a client wants to call the primitive create on the Group Accessor factory, 
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it will use GroupAccessorFactory.create; if it wants to call a multicast on the ith Group 

Accessor, it will use GroupAccessor[i].multicast.15 

• The module array Invocable and the primitive GroupAccessor.get_view appear in grey, 

with the meaning that they could be removed, according to the simplification mentioned 

at the end of section IV.1.1. 

Here is the GroupCommunicationService class definition in TRIO+ : 

class GroupCommunicationService 

visible 

GroupAccessorFactory .createCall, GroupAccessorFactory .createReturn, 

GroupAdministratorFactory.createCall, GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn, 

GroupAccessor.multicastCall, GroupAccessor.multicastReturn, 

GrnupAc,.:es!-ior.ge=.-v i1.~\vCa.ll., Cronp.Açœs~0r.g1.~tvie',\>R.ctu.rn , 

GroupAdministrator.multicastCall, GroupAdministrator.multicastRetum, 

GroupAdministrator.getviewCall, GroupAdministrator. getview Return, 

GroupAdministrator.joingroupCall, GroupAdministrator.joingroupReturn, 

GroupAdministrator.leavegroupCall, GroupAdministrator .leavegroupReturn, 

f n vncah k~. dd:i verCan, lnv0,.:nbie.c.le).i verRl.':turn , 

Groupable.deliverCall, Groupable.deliverReturn, 
Groupable.getstateCall, Groupable.getstateRetum, 

Groupable. setstateCall, Groupable.setstateReturn, 

Groupable. viewchangeCall, Groupable. viewchangeReturn 

temporal domaio real 

modules 
GroupAccessorFactory: 1Factory 

GroupAdministratorFactory: 1Factory 

GroupAccessor: array [1..M] ofTGroupAccessor 
GroupAdministrator: array [l..N] ofTGroupAdministrator 

Invncahk~: ~rnll.y !_ ! .. P_I of T.lnvocr::.bk 

Groupable: array [l..P] ofTGroupable 

axioms 
( ... ) Il Here wi/1 enter the external axioms specifj,ing (part/y) the effects of primitives 

end GroupCommunicationService 

15 One could object that it is strange that a client object knows the index of its Group Accessor in the 

array, while it on/y received (at the creation of this Group Accessor) the reference (ID) of it. We could 

answer that, in the real world, there is no array nor indexes. The fact that, when a client calls a 

primitive on a Group Administrator, this Group Administrator is the one identified at the moment of its 

creation is not casual, precisely because we suppose that a client only knows about the Group 

Administrators created on its request. This is the same problem of TRIO+ lack of views that we 

mentioned at the end of section IV.1.2. 
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IV.2. Detailed specification 

In this part of the chapter, we will specify the effects of each primitive call, by writing 

axioms 

• in the definition of the interface classes (internai axioms) 

• in the definition of the GroupCommunicationService class (external axioms) 

See the end of section IV.1.3. for more details about the distinction between what we call 

internai and external axioms. 

For readability purposes, we decide that, in the (external) axioms, the index i will always be 

used to identify a particular Group Accessor in the array 'GroupAccessor', the index j will 

always identify a Group Administrator, and k will identify a Groupable or an Invocable in 

their respective arrays. Thus, i can vary from 1 to M, j from 1 to N, and k from 1 to P. 

IV.2.1. The primitive 'create' 

We previously asserted that the modules GroupAccessorFactory and the 

GroupAdministratorFactory can be of the same class Tfactory. That is true because : 

• They have the same number of primitives (1 primitive), with the same names (create). 

• We have a uniform method to write a class definition starting with the declaration of its 

primitives (the section IV.1.3. was dedicated to this method). The only thing that is not 

fixed in the method is, of course, the exact description of the effects of these primitives. 

• As we will see, the effects of the primitive create will be, in both cases, described by 

external axioms. Thus they do not modify the class definition. 

At this point, we can write down the definition of the Tfactory class definition. We obtain it 

mechanically by the aforesaid method. 

class TFactory 

inherit ObjectID 

visible createCall, createRetum 
temporal domain real 

event Items 
createCall(TGroupName ), createReturn(IDType union { groupError}) 
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axioms 
vars 

a, b: TGroupName 

x, y: IDType union { groupError} 

createCall_unicity: (createCall(a) /\ createCall(b)) ➔ a=b 

createReturn_unicity: (createReturn(x) /\ createReturn(y)) ➔ x=y 

create __processing: 

createCall(a) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3x (createReturn(x)) /\ Lasts(-,createCall(b), t)) 

create _ causality: 

createReturn(x) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3a (createCall(a)), t) /\ Lasted(-,createReturn(y), t)) 

end TFactory 

Now let's talk of the effects of both primitives create. In section IV.1.2., we mentioned that 

we have to find a way to express the fact that a module can be 'sleeping' (that is, the 

corresponding instance of interface is 'not doing anything' at this instant, as if it were not 

existing yet), and that it can be 'awakened'. When a GroupAccessor module is awakened, 

we will say that it has been created. 

To express this, we add, into the TGroupAccessor class16, a state item 'alive' (see sections 

1.3.1.2. and 1.3.1.3.) that is true when the Group Accessor has been created. 'alive' must 

verify the following properties : 

• It becomes true at the moment of the creation (and the associated event begin_alive is 

true only at this moment). 

• It has always been false before, and will never become false again, after the creation. 

• When it is false, the module "does not exist'', sono primitive can be called 17• 

16 We remind the reader that the TGroupAdministrator class is heir of the TGroupAccessor class, 50 all 

item and axiom that we want to add in the latter will appear in both classes by inheritance. 

17 We did not talk about the Group Acces50r primitives up to now, 50 we should bypass this property 

for now. It will result in a axiom of the form effect_of_alive_on_primitive_cal/s: -,alive ➔ 

(-,multicastCall(m) "-,getviewCall). 
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GroupAccessor alive 

groupName 

GroupAccessorFactory 
createCall 
createReturn 

Figure IV-6 : The primitive 'create' of the Group Accessor factory 

As seen in section III.4., a client is calling the primitive create on the Group Accessor 

factory, in order to access a group of member abjects, which name is passed as argument 

(of type TGroupName). "Sorne" time later, the Group Accessor factory provides to the 

client either 

• the information that "an" error occurred (exception groupErrof), or 

• a reference ( of type IDType) to a Group Accessor which is : 

• an Accessor to the group referred by the primitive's argument, 

• a new one (two calls of the primitive create never result in the same Group 

Accessor's ID). 

We will have to keep the information of the group which a Group Accessor belongs to. We 

do that by adding an item 'groupName' into the TGroupAccessor class definition. Its value is 

to be "assigned" at the moment of the creation, and cannot vary after that. 

The items a/ive and groupName will both be made visible, because their value have to be 

decided by something that does not belong to the class itself (practically, they are decided 

by the effects of create). Here is the resulting TGroupAccessor class : 

class TGroupAccessor 
inherit ObjectID 
visible alive, groupName 

temporal domain real 

TD Items 
vars 

groupName: TGroupName 

state Items 
alive 
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axioms 

vars GN: TGroupName 

monotony_of_alive: begin_alive ➔ (AlwF(alive) A AlwP(-,alive)) 

invariability _ of _groupName _ while _ a/ive: 

(begin_alive A groupName=GN) ➔ AlwF(groupName=GN) 

end TGroupAccessor 

GroupAdministrator 
alive 

groupName 

GroupAdministratorFactory 
createCall 
createRetum 

Figure IV-7: The primitive 'create' of the Group Administrator factory 

And here are the axioms of the GCS, specifying the effects of the call of bath create 

primitives on the return value and on the Group Accessor / Administrator's items ; these 

axioms correspond to the description of these effects, that we made above, in natural 

language: 

axioms 
vars 
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i:1..M 

j: 1..N 

id: IDType 

-- index on Group Accessors 

-- index on Group Administra/ors 

idx: {groupError} union IDType 

GN: TGroupName 

t: real 
elfe et_ of_ create _ accessor: 

GroupAccessorFactory.createCall(GN) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime (3idx (GroupAccessorFactory.createReturn(idx)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAccessorFactory .createReturn(groupError) 

v 3i 3id (GroupAccessorFactory.createReturn(id) 

A GroupAccessor[i].ID = id 

A GroupAccessor[i] .groupName = GN 

A begin_GroupAccessor[i].alive), t)) 
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effect _ of_ create _ administrator: 

GroupAdministratorFactory .createCall( GN) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3idx (GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn(idx)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn(groupError) 

v 3j 3id (GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn(id) 

A GroupAdministrator[j].ID = id 

IV.2.2. Group views 

A GroupAdministrator[j].groupName = GN 

A begin_GroupAdministrator[j].alive), t)) 

Ali alive Group Accessors (and, thus, all alive Group Administrators) belong to a certain 

group, according to their item groupName. Now, let's concentrate on Group Administrators. 

As we saw in section III.4.3., at the request of a (future) group member, a Group 

Administrator has been created and assigned a Group Name. Now, it is ready to receive (in 

a normal situation, from the group member) a request to let the member join the group, 

giving to its Group Administrator the reference to its Groupable interface. Later, this 

member could wish to leave the group. Later again, it could join the group once again, with 

a possibly different Groupable interface (therefore, a different reference), and so on. The 

primitives join_group and leave_group exist on that purpose, and will be studied in the next 

section. 

On that purpose, we add a state item 'active' and a TD Item 'memberID' (of type IDType), 

into the GroupAdministrator class. 'active' will be true when a member is now in the group 

by means of this Administrator. 'memberID' will represent the reference to the Groupable, 

when 'active' is true. 'memberID' cannot vary while 'active' is true. This property is 

specified by the two following axioms, that will be added into the TGroupAdministrator class 

(we had to separate the case when the Administrator remains active forever) : 

invariability _ of_ member ID_ while _ active _part 1: 
(begin_active A memberlD=ID A NextTime(end_active, t)) 

➔ Lastsii(memberlD=ID, t) 

invariability _ of_ memberID _ while _ active _part2: 
(begin_active A memberlD=ID A -,3t (NextTime(end_active, t))) 

➔ AlwF(memberlD=ID) 

Now, let's define the concept of Group View in Group Accessors and Administrators. A 

Group View is the set of the references to the Groupable members that currently belong to a 
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group. That is, an ID belongs to the view of a group G if all the following conditions are 

verified : 

• This ID is the memberIDof a Group Administrator. 

• This Group Administrator belongs to G. 

• This Group Administrator is currently active (i.e. its item active is true now) 

Any Group Administrator owns an up-to-date view of its group. That yields the following 

axiom. This axiom is external because it binds the different modules of the array 

GroupAdministrator : 

views _in_ GroupAdministrators: 

id E GroupAdministrator[j]. view 

+--+ 3j' (id= GroupAdministratorO'].memberID 

/\ GroupAdministratorO'].groupName = GroupAdministrator[j].groupName 

/\ GroupAdministratorO '].active) 

Any Group Accessor owns a view on its group, but not necessarily up to date. The following 

axiom says that the view in a Group Accessor has been received, in some past, from a 

Group Administrator of its group (see Figure IV-8)18 : 

views _in_ GroupAccessors: 

GroupAccessor[i].alive /\ GroupAccessor[i].view = v 

➔ 3j 3t (~ /\ Past(GroupAccessor[i].groupName = 

GroupAdministrator[j] .groupN ame 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].alive 

Grou pAccessor 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].view = v, t)) 

alive 

groupName 

view 

active 

memberlD GroupAdministrator 
alive 

groupName 

view 

Figure IV-8 : Group Views 

getviewCall 

getview Ketu 

18 Please refer to section IV.3.7., note 1 for a comment on this axiom. 
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The TGroupAccessor class defines a primitive getview, whose effect is to return the current 

view owned by the Accessor (or Administrator). The view being an item of the class, this 

effect can be specified internally (axiom effect_of_getview19), saying that when a call occurs 

on that primitive, either it raises an error, or the view will be returned. Here is what we add 

to the TGroupAccessor class at this point: 

class TGroupAccessor 

visible alive, groupName, view 

getviewCall, getviewReturn 

type TGroupView = set oflDType 

TD Items 
vars 

groupName: TGroupName 

view: TGroupView 

event Items 
getviewCall, getviewRetum(TGroupView union {groupError}) 

state Items 
alive 

axioms 
vars 

x, y: TGroup View union { groupError} 

t: real 

getviewReturn_unicity: (getviewRetum(x) /\ getviewRetum(y)) ➔ x=y 

getview _processing: 

getviewCall ➔ 3t (NextTirne(3x (getviewRetum(x)), t) /\ Lasts(-,getviewCall, t)) 

getview _ causality: 

getviewReturn(x) ➔ 3t (LastTime(getviewCall, t) /\ Lasted(-,getviewReturn(y), t)) 

effect _ of _getview: 

getviewCall ➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTirne(3x (getviewRetum(x)), t) 

/\ Futr(getviewRetum(groupError) v getviewRetum(view), t)) 

end TGroupAccessor 

IV.2.3. The primitives ïoin_group' and 'leave_group' 

This section specifies the two primitives Join_group and leave_group of the class 

TGroupAdministrator. Here is the definition of this class, as it has been defined, augmented 

by the declaration of these two new primitives (without specifying their effects) : 

19 See section IV.3.2., note 3, about the tao high strength of this axiom. 
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class TGroupAdministrator 

inherit TGroupAccessor 

visible active, memberID 

joingroupCall, joingroupReturn, leavegroupCall, leavegroupReturn 

temporal domain real 

TD Items 
vars 

memberlD: IDType 

event Items 
joingroupCall(IDType ), 

joingroupReturn( { succeed} union { groupError, alreadyMember}) 

leavegroupCall(IDType), 

leavegroupReturn( { succeed} union { groupError, notMember}) 

state Items 
active 

axioms 
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vars 
id, id': IDType 

x, y: {succeed} union {groupError, alreadyMember} 
z, w: {succeed} union {groupError, notMember} 

t, t1, ti: real 
joingroupCall _ unicity: GoingroupCall(id) "'joingroupCall(id')) ➔ id=id' 

joingroupReturn _ unicity: GoingroupRetum(x) A joingroupRetum(y)) ➔ x=y 

joingroup _processing: 

joingroupCall(id) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3x GoingroupReturn(x)), t) 

"'Lasts(-,joingroupCall(id'), t)) 

joingroup _ causality: 

joingroupReturn(x) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3id (joingroupCall(id)), t) 

"'Lasted(-,joingroupReturn(y), t)) 

leavegroupCall_unicity: (leavegroupCall(id) "'leavegroupCall(id')) ➔ id=id' 

leavegroupRetum_unicity: (leavegroupRetum(z) "'leavegroupRetum(w)) ➔ z=w 

leavegroup _processing: 

leavegroupCall(id) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3z (leavegroupRetum(z)), t) 

A Lasts(-,leavegroupCall(id'), t)) 

leavegroup _ causality: 

leavegroupRetum(z) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3id (leavegroupCall(id)), t) 

"' Lasted(-,leavegroupRetum( w), t)) 

invariability _ of_ memberID _ while _active _part]: 

(begin_active"' memberID=ID"' NextTime(end_active, t)) 

➔ Lastsu(memberlD=ID, t) 

invariability _ of_ member/D _ while _active _part2: 

(begin_active "'memberlD=ID"' -,3t (NextTime(end_active, t))) 

➔ AlwF(memberID=ID) 
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effect_of_alive_on_primitive_calls_part2: 

-,alive ➔ (-,joingroupCall(id) A -,leavegroupCall(id)) 

Il The parti of the axiom was inherited from TGroupAccessor2°. 

effect _ of_ a/ive_ on_ active: 

-,alive ➔ -,active 

end TGroupAdministrator 

Let's try to specify the effects of join_group, that were described in section III.4.3., with 

Figure III-7. A (future) member object calls the primitive, passing the ID of its Groupable 

interface as argument. We identified three cases in which the effects of the primitive call 

will be radically different, so we wrote three separate axioms to describe these effects. 

1. The Administrator is active when it receives the primitive call. This means it has already 

a member abject associated to the group. In this case, it cannot make the primitive 

calier (which is, normally, the same member) join the group. An exception 

alreadyMember occurs21• 

effect _ of _joingroup _ when _ already _ member: 

( GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupCall(id) A GroupAdministrator[j] .active) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3x(GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupReturn(x)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupRetum(groupError) 

v GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupRetum( alreadyMember ), t)) 

2. The Administrator is not active when it receives the primitive call, so it can allow the 

(future) member to join the group. More, there was not any member in the group before 

this (which is equivalent to say that the view of this Administrator is empty, because we 

know that Administrator's views are up to date). We are in the case '1' of Figure III-7. 

The effects are the following (see Figure IV-9) : 

• The Administrator becomes active and its item memberID is assigned the value 

of the member's ID received as argument. 

• The view of the Administrator is set to the singleton containing this ID22• 

20 See the footnotes of section IV.2.1. 

21 To be complete, we should precise : " ... unless any error occurs, which would mean an exception 

groupError and cancel the normal effects". In the following, we will not make our explanations 

unwieldy and we will systematically skip this precision. 

22 One can object that this constraint was not necessary, because the administrator becomes active 

and we know that views are defined as a function of the active Administrators (see section IV.2.2.). 

However, adding this constraint prevents two Administrators from allowing two members to join a 

same group at the same time, because the resulting Group View would be both a singleton (as written 
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• The primitive Join_group succeeds. 

• "Sorne" time later, the Groupable interface is informed of the change in the 

Group View by means of its primitive view_change. This Groupable is identified 

by its ID (and this insures that the ID received was a Groupable's ID). 

elfe et_ of _joingroup _ when _jirst _ member _ of_ a _group: 

( GroupAdministratorü] .joingroupCall(id) /\ -.GroupAdministratorü] .active 

A GroupAdministratorü]. view = { } ) 

➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3x (GroupAdministratorü] .joingroupReturn(x)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministratorü].joingroupReturn(groupError) 

v (GroupAdministratorü].joingroupReturn(succeed) 

A begin_ GroupAdministratorü] .active 

A GroupAdministratorü] .memberID = id 

/\ GroupAdministratorü].view = {id} 

A 3t1 3k (t1>Ü 

A Groupable[k].ID = id 

A Futr(Groupable[k]. viewchangeCall( 

GroupAdministratorü].view), t1))), t)) 

Groupa hie 
getstateCall 

getstateRet urn 

setstateCall 

Cali viewchange 
ID 

active GroupAdministrator joingroupCall 

memberID joingroupRet um 

view 

Figure IV-9: The primitive 'join_group' 

in the axiom) and a pair (as a consequence of the Group View definition). Therefore, If two 

join_group calls arrive on Administrators of the same empty group in parallel, one of them will 

compulsorily result in a groupErrorexception. 
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3. The Administrator is not active when it receives the primitive call, sa it can allow the 

(future) member ta join the group. More, there already is(are) member(s) in the group. 

We are in the case '2' of Figure 111-7. The effects are the following (see Figure IV-9) : 

• The Administrator becomes active and its item memberID is assigned the value 

of the member's ID received as argument. 

• A Groupable already present in the view is chosen. It will receive (by way of its 

own Administrator23), a call of its primitive get_state. 

• The returned state is used ta call the primitive set_state on the Groupable 

member, in order ta make it equivalent ta other members of the group24 • 

• The primitive join__group succeeds. 

• Ali Groupable members of the group (including the new member) will receive, 

"some" time later, an up-to-date Group View, by means of their primitive 

view_changtl-5. 

effect _ of _joingroup _ when _ not _first _ member _ of_ a __group: 
( GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupCall(id) A -,GroupAdministrator[j] .active 

A GroupAdministrator[j].view -:t:- { }) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3x (GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupReturn(x)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupReturn(groupError) 

v ( GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupReturn( succeed) 

A begin_ GroupAdministrator[j] .active 

A GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = id 

A 3t1 3t2 3t3 3k 3k' 3state 

(Ü<t3<ti<t1 <t 

A Past(Groupable[k' ].ID E view, t1) 

A Past(Groupable[k'].getstateCall, t1) 

A Past(Groupable[k'].getstateReturn(state), t2) 

A Groupable[k].ID = id 

A Past(Groupable[k].setstateCall(state), t3)) 

A v'k (Groupable[k].ID E view 

➔ 3t1 (t1>0 A Futr(Groupable[k].viewchangeCall(view), 

t1)))), t)) 

23 The protocol of communication between Administrators does not corne under our specification. It is 

represented by a dotted line on Figure III-7. 

24 See also section IV.3.7., note 3, about the possible state changes between the getstateRetum and 

the setstateCallinstants. 

25 This new view will be up to date, even if other members were joining the group in parallel, by way 

of other Administrators of the group. In this case, parallel join is fully allowed (a prion) because the 

procedure to apply is the same for bath new members, on the contrary of the previous case (i.e. two 

members competing to be the first member of the group). See also section IV.3.7., note 2, about the 

unbound delay before the call of the view_change primitive. 
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Now, let's try to specify the effects of /eave_group. Its informai description is found in 

section III.4.3. A member abject calls the primitive, passing the ID of its Groupable 

interface as argument. First, if the ID received does not correspond to the memberID, 

which means that the primitive call was a nonsense, then an exception groupEn-or must 

raise : 

effect _ of_ nonsense _/eavegroup: 

(GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupCall(id) /\ GroupAdministrator[j].memberID -:t: id) 

➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3z (GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupReturn(z)), t) 

/\ Futr( GroupAdministrator[j] .leavegroupReturn(groupError), t)) 

Otherwise, we have two cases : 

1. The Administrator is not active when it receives the primitive call, so it cannot make the 

member abject leave the group, since it is not in it. An exception notMemberoccurs. 

effect _ of_leavegroup _ when _ not _ member: 

( GroupAdministrator[j] .leavegroupCall(id) 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = id 

/\ -,GroupAdministrator[j]. active) 

➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3z (GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupReturn(z)), t) 

/\ Futr( GroupAdministrator[j] .leavegroupReturn(groupError) 

v GroupAdministrator[j] .leavegroupReturn(notMember ), t)) 

2. The Administrator is active when it receives the primitive call, soit can allow the member 

to leave the group. We are in the case '2' of Figure IIl-7. The effects are the following 

(see Figure IV-10) : 
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• The Administrator verifies that the argument (ID) corresponds to its memberID 

(If this is not the case, the axiom effect_of_nonsense_leavegroup above applies). 

• The Administrator becomes inactive. 

• The primitive /eave_group succeeds. 

• Ali Groupable members of the group (including the leaving member) will receive, 

"some" time later, an up-to-date Group View, by means of their primitive 

view_ change. 
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effect _ of_leavegroup _ when _ member: 
( GroupAdministrator[j J .leavegroupCall(id) 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = id 

A GroupAdministrator[j].active) 

➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3z (GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupReturn(z)), t) 

A Futr( GroupAdministrator[j J .leavegroupReturn(groupError) 

v ( GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupReturn( succeed) 

A end_GroupAdministrator[j].active 

/\ v'k (Groupable[k].ID E view 

➔ 3t1 (t1>0 /\ Futr(Groupable[k]. viewchangeCall(view), 

t1)))), t)) 

Groupa hie 
viewchangeCall 

ID 

active GroupAdministrator leavegroupCall _..., ___ .....__ 
memberID leavegroupReturn 

view 

Figure IV-10: The primitive 'leave_group' 

As a consequence of the effects of the join_group (/eave_group) primitive, the item active 

on a Group Administrator is enforced to become true (false) at certain instants. We would 

like it to be fully defined. We can insure that by writing axioms saying that active can vary 

on/y because of join_group and /eave_group primitive calls on this Administrator; we add 

these axioms internally to the definition of the TGroupAdministrator class : 

active_ does _ not _change_ by _itself _part 1: 

begin_active ➔ joingroupReturn(succeed) 

active_ does _ not _change_ by _itself _part2: 
end_active ➔ leavegroupReturn(succeed) 
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IV.2.4. The Invocable and Groupable interfaces 

The Invocable interface is defined with the following class, according to its interface 

declaration : 

class Tlnvocable 

inherit ObjectID 

visible deliverCall, deliverReturn 

temporal domaio real 

event Items 
deli verCall(TMessage ), deli verRetum 

axioms 
vars 

m, n: TMessage 

de/iverCall_unicity: (deliverCall(m) /\ deliverCall(n)) ➔ m=n 

deliver _processing: 

deliverCall(m) ➔ 3t (NextTime(deliverReturn, t) /\ Lasts(-,deliverCall(n), t)) 

deliver _ causality: 

deliverReturn ➔ 3t (LastTime(3m (deliverCall(m)), t) A Lasted(-,deliverReturn, t)) 

end Tlnvocable 

This class is used in two parts of our specification, as seen in section IV.1.1. : 

• Its first use is the array of modules 'Groupable' of the GCS class. Indeed, these modules 

are of type TGroupable, class that inherits from Tlnvocable. Thus, the Groupable 

interface has the capability of receiving the delivered messages of its group. This 

interface is used by the GCS (i.e. belong to GCS's view, see Figures IV-1 and IV-5), and 

in particular by its associated Group Administrator. 

• Its second use is the array of modules 'Invocable' (that can be ignored if we consider the 

simplification mentioned in section IV.1.1.), that is intended to be used directly by the 

client objects. 

Beth uses are directly connected to member objects, since both interfaces Groupable and 

Invocable are owned by member objects. Of course, the effects of a call of the primitive 

'deliver' either from the group (by means of the Groupable interface) or from a client object 

(by means of the Invocable interface), in other words the effects of the reception of any 

message by a member abject is to be specified at the /eve/ of the specification of the 

member object itself. We only know that the reception of messages will probably have 

effects on the state of the member object, and that member abjects of a group will probably 

be functionally equivalent. But we do not insure that this property is true. See 

section IV.3.1. for further discussion on this topic. 
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Another view that we have on member abjects is their state ( or something that is supposed 

to be their state). The interface Groupable, in addition to receiving messages, is connected 

to the state information of its group, by means of its primitives 'get_state' and 'set_state', 

whose effects are the following : 

• get_state : When a Groupable interface receives a get_state call, it returns its current 

state. 

• set_state : When a Groupable interface receives a set_state call, it modifies its current 

state with the new value received as argument. 

So, a Groupable keeps a state information that is supposed to be connected in some way to 

the state of the member abject that owns it. It will appear as a TD Item in the TGroupable 

class definition. Then, the effects of get_statè-6 and set_state can be expressed internally to 

the TGroupable class : 

class TGroupable 

inherit Tlnvocable 

visible getstateCall, getstateReturn, setstateCall, setstateReturn 
temporal domain real 

TD Items 
vars state: TState 

event Items 
getstateCall, getstateReturn(TState), 

setstateCall (TState), setstateReturn 

axioms 
vars 

s, s': TState 
t: real 

getstateReturn_unicity: (getstateReturn(s) /\ getstateReturn(s')) ➔ s=s' 

getstate _processing: 

getstateCall ➔ 3t (NextTime(3s (getstateReturn(s)), t) A Lasts(-,getstateCall, t)) 

getstate _ causality: 

getstateReturn(s) ➔ 3t (LastTime(getstateCall, t) A Lasted(-,getstateReturn(s'), t)) 

setstateCall_unicity: (setstateCall(s) /\ setstateCall(s')) ➔ s=s' 

setstate _processing: 

setstateCall(s) ➔ 3t (NextTime(setstateReturn), t) A Lasts(-,setstateCall(s'), t)) 

setstate _ causality: 

setstateReturn ➔ 3t (LastTime(3s (setstateCall(s)), t) A Lasted(-,setstateReturn, t)) 

effect _ of _getstate: 

getstateCall ➔ 3t (t>O A Futr(getstateReturn(state), t)) 

26 See also section IV.3.7., note 4, for the primitive 'get_state'. 
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ejfect _ of_setstate: 

setstateCall(s) ➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime (setstateReturn, t) A Futr(state=s), t)) 

end TGroupable 

Groupa hie 
state 

view 

deliverCall 
deliverReturn 

■ 

getstateCall 
getstateRet urn 

setstateCall 
setstateRetur Il 

viewchange 
viewchange 

Call 
Return 

Figure IV-11: The Groupable interface 

As we have seen in the last section, these primitives are used by the Group Administrators 

as an effect of the primitives join_group and leave_group. There still remain the primitive 

view_change, that is used in the same circumstances. As for the state, the Groupable 

interface will keep information about its group's view with a TD Item in its class definition. 

We do not care about what the member object does with this information, all that is 

important for us is that the Groupable's view is updated each time its Group Administrator's 

view has changed. The axioms of section IV.2.3. assure this property. 

The effects of view_change are similar to those of set_state : when a Groupable interface 

receives a view_change call, it modifies its current view with the new value received as 

argument. These effects can be specified with axioms internai to the TGroupable class 

definition : 

visible viewchangeCall, viewchangeReturn 

TD Items 
vars view: TGroup View 

event Items 
viewchangeCall(TGroup View), viewchangeReturn 

axioms 
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v, v': TGroupView 

t: real 

viewchangeCall_unicity: (viewchangeCall(v) A viewchangeCall(v')) ➔ v=v' 
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viewchange _yrocessing: 

viewchangeCall(v) ➔ 3t (NextTime(viewchangeReturn), t) 

/\ Lasts(-,viewchangeCall(v'), t)) 

viewchange _ causality: 

viewchangeReturn ➔ 3t (LastTime(3v (viewchangeCall(v)), t) 

A Lasted(-,viewchangeReturn, t)) 

effect _ of_ viewchange: 

viewchangeCall(v) ➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime (viewchangeReturn, t) /\ Futr(view=v, t)) 

IV.2.5. The primitive 'multicast' 

The final goal of the Group Communication Protocol is to receive messages from client 

objects and to deliver them to all member objects of a given group. On that purpose, there 

exists the primitive 'multicast' on GroupAccessor interfaces. So we have to add into the 

TGroupAccessor class the following usual event items and axioms : 

event Items 
multicastCall(TMessage ), multicastReturn( { succeed} union { groupError}) 

axioms 
vars 

m, n: TMessage 

z, w: { succeed} union { groupError} 

t: real 

multicastCall_unicity: (multicastCall(rn) /\ multicastCall(n)) ➔ m=n 

multicastRetum_unicity: (multicastReturn(z) /\ multicastReturn(w)) ➔ z=w 

multicast _yrocessing: 

multicastCall(m) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3z (multicastReturn(z)), t) 

/\ Lasts(-,multicastCall(n), t)) 

multicast _ causality: 

rnulticastRetum(z) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3m (multicastCall(m)), t) 

A Lasted(-,multicastReturn(w), t)) 

These axioms are mechanically deducted from the declaration of the primitive, following the 

method of section IV.1.3. 

Now, we should express the effects of a multicast procedure (see Figure IV-12) : 

• A GroupAccessor receives a call of its primitive 'multicast', with a message 'msg' as 

argument. 

• For each GroupAdministrator of its group, there will be a future instant in which the 

following property is verified : if this GroupAdministrator is active (i.e. if a group 
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member's Groupable interface is currently associated to it), then this Groupable interface 

receives (from this GroupAdministrator) a call of its primitive 'deliver' with the message 

'msg' as argument. 

• "Sorne" time after the call of the primitive 'multicast', the primitive succeeds. 

This can be expressed by the following external axiom : 

effect _ of_ GroupAccessor 's _ multicast: 

GroupAccessor[i ].multicastCall(msg) 

➔( 

3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3w (GroupAccessor[i].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

/\ Futr(GroupAccessor[i].multicastReturn(groupError), t)) 

V 

(3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3w (GroupAccessor[i].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

/\ Futr( GroupAccessor[i ].multicastReturn( succeed), t)) 

/\ 'dj (3t (t>O /\ Futr( (GroupAdministrator[j].active 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].groupName = 
GroupAccessor[i] .groupN ame 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = 

Groupable[k] .ID) 

➔ Groupable[k].deliverCall(msg), t))))) 

In the same way, a group member could also call the primitive 'multicast' on its 

GroupAdministrator. The effects are identical : 
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effect _ of_ GroupAdministrator 's _multicast: 

GroupAdministratorü '] .multicastCall(msg) 

➔( 

3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3w (GroupAdministratorü'].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

/\ Futr( GroupAdministratorü' ]. multicastReturn(groupError), t)) 

V 

(3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3w (GroupAdministratorü'].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

/\ Futr( GroupAdministratorü '] .multicastReturn(succeed), t)) 

/\ 'dj (3t (t>O /\ Futr( (GroupAdministrator[j].active 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].groupName = 
GroupAdministratorü' ].groupName 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = 

Groupable[k].ID) 

➔ Groupable[k].deliverCall(msg), t))))) 
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multicastCall 

multicastReturr 

Groupa hie 

deliverCall 

ID 

GroupAccessor active GroupAdministrator 
groupNarœ rœmberID 

groupN 

Figure IV-12: The primitive 'multicast' on Group Accessors 

These axioms insure that a multicast will take effect. However, nothing insures that the 

delivery of a message always cornes from a multicast ( on the same group ). To say that, we 

should add the following axiom, which says that if a Groupable receives a message 'msg', 

then there has been a multicast of this message, on either a Group Accessor or a Group 

Administrator of its group : 

groupable _ delivers _ corne _/rom_ multicast: 

(GroupAdministratorü'].memberID = Groupable[k].ID 

A Groupable[k].deliverCall(msg)) 

➔ 3t (t>O 

A Past(3i (GroupAccessor[i].multicastCall(msg) 

A GroupAccessor[i].groupName = 
GroupAdministratorü '] .groupN ame) 

v 3j (GroupAdministratorü].multicastCall(msg) 

A GroupAdministratorü].groupName = 
GroupAdministratorü'] .groupName)), t)) 

There exists a supplementary constraint on the order of message deliveries of different 

multicasts. This is the total order multicastconstraint. 1t is stated as following : 

When several multicasts are called on a same group, al/ members of the group receive the 

messages in the same order. 

It can be reformulated. In this reformulation, when we use the term 'Group Accessor', it will 

also include Group Administrators (since an Administrator is a particularization of an 

Accessor). 
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If (any} two multic:ast c:alls are received by two (possib/y different} Group Accessors of the 

same group, with respective/y the messages msg1 and ms{h as arguments, then if both the 

Groupable k1 and the Groupable ki. receive both mSfh and ms{h27, then they receive them in 

the same order (i.e. either mSfh. first and ms!Ji second, or mSfh first and mSfh second}. 

Since all deliveries on Groupable interfaces corne from multicasts, we can simplify28 : 

If both the Groupable k1 and the Groupable ki. (of the same group} receive both msg1 and 

ms!h, then they receive them in the same order (i.e. either msg1 first and ms{h second, or 

ms{h first and msg1 second}. 

In the axiom, it will appear in the following way : 

If the Groupable k1 receives msg1 at time tu 

and the Groupable k1 receives ms{h at time t12 

and the Groupable k2 receives msg1 at time li1 

and the Groupable k2 receives mSfh at time t-i.2 

and k1 and k2 belong to the same group 

then either tu <li.2 and t21 <t-i.2 

or li.1 >li.2 and li1 >li2 

Written in TRIO, it yields : 

total order multicast: - -
( 

Futr(Groupable[k1].deliverCall(msg1) 

/\ GroupAdministratorOi].memberID = Groupable[ki].ID 

/\ GroupAdministrator01].groupName = GN, t11) 

/\ Futr(Groupable[ki] .deliverCall(msg2) 

/\ GroupAdministratorOi].memberID = Groupable[ki].ID 

/\ GroupAdministratorOi].groupName = GN, t12) 

/\ Futr(Groupable[k2].deliverCall(msg1) 

/\ GroupAdministrator02].memberID = Groupable[k2].ID 

/\ GroupAdministrator02].groupName = GN, hi) 

/\ Futr(Groupable[k2].deliverCall(msg2) 

) 

/\ GroupAdministrator02].memberID = Groupable[k2].ID 

/\ GroupAdministrator02].groupName = GN, h2) 

➔ ((t11<l12 /\ t21<t22) V (t11>l12 /\ t21>t22)) 

27 A Groupable will receive both messages if (1) its Group Administrator belong to the group of the 

Group Accessor that received the multicast call, and (2) this Group Administrator was active at the 

moment of the reception of msg1 and also at the moment of the reception of msg2• 

28 We suppose that the messages are unique. See section IV.3.3. for more detail. 
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IV.2.6. Summing up the Group Communication Service 

Here is the complete scheme corresponding to the full TRIO+ specification of the Replication 

Service (Figure IV-13). We adopted the compact notation for primitive items (see 

section IV.1.3, Figures IV-2 and IV-3). 
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Figure IV-13: The complete Group Communication Service 

The complete specification can be found in Appendix A. 

IV .3. Discussion 
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Giving a general idea of the specification of the Replication Service, and then going into the 

details by writing the axioms, we completed the specification. In the last part of this 

chapter, we will tackle some points of reflection about the resulting specification and about 

some points of interest regarding possible alternative solutions. This part of the chapter is 

divided into independent sections, reviewing the topics we want to discuss. 
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IV.3.1. On the behaviour of member objects 

An object, in order to become member of a group, has to provide a Groupable and an 

Invocable interface. Tuen, it asks the Group Administrator factory a Group Administrator for 

a group identified by a name. Tuen, the member can ask its Group Administrator to join the 

group, giving its own Groupable's reference. In return, the current value of the attributes of 

the other members of the group are given to the Groupable interface of the new member 

('state'). So it is not difficult to become member of a group. Nothing in the service's 

specification requires all that was supposed from the beginning : the member abjects of a 

same group are functionally equivalent 

We could enforce the items 'state' of each Groupable interface associated to a given group, 

to be equal at every instant, but this condition would be tao strong : all the member abjects, 

even if they are functionally equivalent, do not receive the 'deliver' calls at the same time29• 

Moreover, we cannot say how much time does it take to treat a deliver call, and it can vary 

from member abject to member object30• 

So, how to compare the behaviours of the différent members of a group, in order to force 

them to be functionally equivalent ? This remains an open question. 

IV.3.2. On the specification of operational protoco/s 

The greatest part of our specification consists in describing the effects of primitive calls. 

That is, most axioms we wrote in section IV.2. are of the form : if primitivei is called, then 

"some" time later, something occurs. Tuen, "some" more time later, some other thing 

occurs, etc. 

We have a few remarks about the way we specified these axioms : 

1. It can be objected that this is more an operational point of view than a declarative one. 

Specifications are supposed to be declarative. However, the final goal of these axioms is 

the specification of a protocol, and that is what they do. There is no other way to 

describe a protocol, than describing all its steps. 

29 See section IV.2.5., axiom effect_of_GroupAccessor 's_multicast. On line 7, we see Vj 3t, which means 

that the Administrator j receives the deliver call at an instant t which is function of j. Please note also 

that the universal quantifier Vj could be made implicit in that axiom, without any semantic change. 

30 We could suppose, for example, that at the moment of the deliver return, the item state has 

reached its right value. 
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2. We always specify that if a condition is verified, then "some" time later, a consequence 

occurs. In the axioms, it shows through with a formula of the form Condition ➔ 

3t (Futr(Consequence), t)). Nothing is said about the possible values of t. We did not 

specify the operational requirements like response time, synchronization, etc. 

3. We deliberately simplified the axioms when we had to describe a sequence of steps. 

Let's show this on a simple example. The axiom e.ffect_of_getview: 

getviewCall ➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3x (getviewReturn(x)), t) 

A Futr(getviewReturn(groupError) v getviewReturn(view), t)) 

(section IV.2.2.) implies that the returned view is the value of the item view at the exact 

instant in which 'getviewReturn' is true. However, in the reality, the view could have 

changed between the moment in which the view is read and the moment in which the 

primitive get_ view returns. We should write : 

getviewCall ➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3x (getviewReturn(x)), t) 

A Futr(getviewReturn(groupError) 

v 3v (getviewReturn(v) A 3t' (~t'~t A Past(view=v, t')), t) 

So our axioms are tao strong. Of course, this is a simple example. The same problem 

exists in bigger axioms. The most obvious example is that the Group Views in all Group 

Administrators of a group are always up to date, which is unrealistic. But without this 

property, some axioms would have appeared more complicated. 

Now, we would like to take a example to the contrary. In the axiom 

effect_of_joingroup_when_not_first_member _of_a_group (section IV.2.3.), we can read that 

get_state is called on a Groupable that belongs to the view : 

A Past(Groupable[k'].ID E view, t1) 

A Past(Groupable[k' ].getstateCall, t1) 

and one could abject that one cannot read the view and call a reference from the view at 

the same time: the view could have changed meanwhile. However, our specification is 

correct : an implementation must insure that the Groupable called was in the view at the 

moment of the call. 

IV.3.3. On the impossibility of sending the same message 

twiceover 

Let's take the axiom tota/_order_mu/ticast (section IV.2.5.). And let's suppose that a message 

'msg' is multicasted twice on the same group, either by the same client abject with the same 

Group Accessor, or by different ones. Let's now suppose that two Groupable interfaces of 

the group will receive these identical messages respectively on times t 11 and t12 (for the first 
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Groupable), and on times t 21 and t22 (for the second Groupable). The messages being 

identical, it's equivalent to say : « on times t 11 and t 12 » and « on times t12 and t11 ». 

Therefore, we can apply the axiom total_order_multicast twice, inverting t 11 and t 12, which 

yields: 

((lu<l12 /\ l21<l22) V (tu>l12 /\ lz1>l22)) 

and 

((l12<l11 /\ lz1<td V (l12>l11 /\ lz1> b)) 

which is obviously a contradiction. There are two consequences of this, a good one and a 

bad one: 

• The good one is that a unique multicast will never result in two deliver calls on a same 

Groupable interface (a message never arrives twice)31 • 

• The bad one is that this axiom prevents from multicasting a message that has already 

been sent in the past. A "solution" to this problem would be to suppose that any 

message is unique, for example by including a header containing the sender of the 

message, the sending time, etc. Another solution would be to take these attributes into 

account at the level of the TRIO+ specification. However, TRIO+ lacks a way to 

represent absolute time, which would be necessary to keep the sending time 

information : all reference to time in a TRIO formula is relative to the instant when the 

formula is evaluated. 

IV.3.4. On the misleading way of representing In vocable 

interfaces 

If we consider the simplification asserted at the end of section IV.1.1., the present section 

has no reason to be. If, on the contrary, we allow client objects to deliver messages directly 

on the Invocable interfaces, then we must consider the following problem. 

A client object wants to know the composition of a group. To know it, it has to call the 

primitive 'get_view' on its Group Accessor. The primitive returns its Group View, that is to 

say, the set of the references to the Groupab/e intetfaœs of the group. However, if the 

client object wants to deliver a message to a member object, according to our specification, 

it will have to call the primitive 'deliver' on the Invocab/e intetfaœ of this member. 

In reality, a member object gets its Groupable and its Invocable interfaces by inheritance 

(with the CORBA meaning of inheritance), with two consequences : 

31 The attentive reader will have noticed the fact that the axiom groupable_delivers_come_from_multicast 

(section rv.2.5.) did not insure this property. 
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• What we were saying in sections IV.1.1. and IV.2.4. about the distinction between the 

Invocable interface (for client's use) and the Invocable inherited by the Groupable 

interface (for GCS's use) is not true. 

• The object reference (ID) of the Groupable interface, of the Invocable interface and of 

the member object itself is the same. This means that we have to add the following 

( external) axiom to our specification : 

misleading ___ ù;vocabie: 

Thanks to this axiom, when a client will receive a Group View, it will own the real 

reference to the Invocable interfaces. 

The reasons why we made the distinction between two different Invocable interfaces are : 

• The service description is usually presented in that way (see section III.3.4.). It is a 

good idea to distinguish the normal behaviour of the service (multicast) and the 

abnormal one ( client's deliver). 

• For pedagogical reasons : this provides a large simplification on the axioms connected to 

the effects of the primitive 'multicast'. For example, we were able to write an axiom 

groupab/e_de/ivers_come_Jrom_mu/ticast, which would have been impossible to write if 

some delivers could corne from client objects. With this simplification, we have 

• a primitive 'deliver' for the multicasts (which the axiom applies on), 

• another primitive 'deliver' for direct use by client objects (this primitive is not 

constrained). 

The total_order _multicast (see section IV.2.5.) axiom would also have been much more 

complicated. It would have had to take in consideration the origin of the two messages 

(to verify that they both corne from a multicast called on a Group Accessor or a Group 

Administrator). The resulting totai_order_mu/ticast axiom can be found in Appendix B. 

IV.3.5. On the expression of primitive calls 

In section IV.1.3., we developed a uniform way to express the primitives of the Replication 

Service. Each primitive is represented by two event items, the first one being true at the call 

instant, the second one being true at the return instant. These two items are placed as 

visible items in the class defining the interface that provides the considered primitive. 
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Obviously, this way of representing primitives is independent from the origin of the primitive 

calf. The object that is the calfer of the primitive, indeed, is not identified by the values 

taken by these two event items. Let's review the different cases. 

• The primitives of Client's view (namely GroupAccessorFactory's create, GroupAccessor's 

multicast and gel;_ view, and Invocable's delivel) are to be called by any client object. 

According to our specification, it is impossible to determine, for example, whether two 

primitive calfs from clients are coming from the same client object or not. The CORBA 

interface that provides a primitive do not know (logically) the identity of the caller. Of 

course, physically, the return value must be sent to the caller and its identity (ID) has 

therefore to be known, but this problem stands at a different level. 

• The primitives of Member's view (namely GroupAdministratorFactory's create, 

GroupAdministrator's multicast, get;_ view, join_group and /eave_group) suffer from the 

same problem. Even if join_group and leave_group identify the member's ID as 

argument, there is no guarantee that the ID received is the same as this of the calfer. 

For example, an abject could ask the Group Communication Service to make another 

object (the real member object) join a group. 

• The primitives of GCS's view (that is, all primitives of the Groupable interface : de/iver, 

get;_state, set;_state and view_change) are intended to be used by the Group 

Administrator associated to a particular Groupable interface. Let's take the example of 

the primitive 'deliver'. We said in section IV.2.5. that when a multicast calf has occurred, 

a given Groupable interface can receive (from its GroupAdministrator) a calf of its 

primitive 'deliver' with the message as argument. Nevertheless, nothing in the TRIO+ 

specification says that the one which is calling the primitive 'deliver' on the Groupable is a 

Group Administrator, and in particular a Group Administrator that 

• has the ID of the Groupable in its item 'memberID', 

• belongs to the same groupas the Accessor that received the multicast call32• 

During the elaboration of our specification, we considered the idea of representing the origin 

of the primitive's calf. This is possible between the Groupable interface and its Group 

Administrator by connecting (see section 1.2.3. for TRIO+ connections) the "calf" item of the 

primitive of the Groupable interface to the Group Administrator, but we do not know a priori 

which Groupable will be associated to which Administrator, and it is thus necessary to 

connect all Groupable interfaces to alf Group Administrators. Then, the axiom specifying the 

effects of the multicast would make explicit the role of the Group Administrator in the deliver 

calf. 

32 There can be several Group Administrators that have the same memberID at the same time : a 

member abject can be member of more than one group. 
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Starting with this idea of working with connections, we could wonder if all interactions 

between GCS's modules could be expressed by means of connections between the modules 

and by means of internai axioms instead of the use of these "external" axioms (i.e. axioms 

at the level of the GCS's definition). This is much more in the TRIO+ philosophy : if an 

object wants to call another object's primitive, it uses the right connection between its items 

and the item "call" of the module it wants to contact. So all is specified internally, excepted 

the communications between GCS's objects. Actually, the use of external axioms sounds a 

bit like God expressing the magic of spontaneous primitive calls33• 

However, 

• We can make connections only for primitive calls that remains internai to the service. A 

client object calling a primitive can not be connected unless we explicitly represent client 

objects as modules in the GCS class. 

• Sorne effects are a consequence of a non-specified protocol : we must not specify how a 

Group Accessor, after receiving a multicast call, informs the Group Administrators of its 

group, of the message to deliver. The only thing that is sure, is that there is no primitive 

call on that purpose on their respective interfaces. Maybe it gives (in some way) the 

message to all Administrators, maybe it gives it to only one, asking it to broadcast the 

message through the other Administrators, etc. Anyway, this effect cannot be specified 

in another way than by an external axiom. 

IV.3.6. On the use of class instances 

• In our specification, we used arrays of modules. To do that, we had to suppose that 

there will not be more than a fixed number of Group Accessors, Group Administrators, 

etc. We has also to represent the existence of objects : CORBA objects can be created 

dynamically, while TRIO+ modules are or are not, but cannot be created at a certain 

instant of time. 

• In our specification, we also decided to represent and pass as return values, etc., the 

referenœs to objects. This approach was CORBA-oriented, while it would have been 

more normal (from a logical point of view) to pass the object itself, that is a TRIO+ class 

instance. 

33 Note that a connection between GCS's modules is equivalent to an external axiom of equality or 

equivalence. 
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The alternative solution to these two "problems" is the following. The 

GroupCommunicationService class would only contain two modules (that are supposed, from 

a logical point of view, to exist eternally) : the GroupAccessorFactory and the 

GroupAdministratorFactory. Any other object is created dynamically. For example, the 

effect of the primitive GroupAccessorFaetory.create would have been to return an instance 

of the class TGroupAccessor. This instance being under the constraint that it did not receive 

any primitive call before now (that is, before its creation). 

We said in section 1.3.2. that TRIO+* authorizes the definition of variables representing 

instances of a class. So, this alternative solution can be written in TRIO+ extended with this 

particularity from TRIO+*. 

However, 

• We have to be careful not to confuse the concepts of (1) a particular object, and (2) a 

particular instance of a class. Two objects of the same type could be represented by the 

same instance of their class, provided they have the same behaviour (see the definition 

of instance in sections 1.2.1.6. and 1.2.2.4.). However, the item ID, as a consequence of 

the ORB specification, is unique for any object. And the instances corresponding to two 

distinct objects will thus be different. 

• Trying to specify the Replication Service in that alternative solution, we found that we 

must express properties binding instances of different classes (the counterpart of an 

external axiom in our specification). To do that, in TRIO+*, we must put these instances 

as modules or items in a class, and then write axioms referring these instances into this 

class definition. The difference with our specification is that we are referring instances 

instead of indexes of arrays, but still there is the need to write a structured class 

GroupCommunicationService containing all our specifications. 

IV.3.7. On the weaknesses of the informai specification 

Transforming the original informai specification of Chapter III into a TRIO+ formai 

specification, a few points that are not enough specified in the original specification [9] 

appeared. 

1. The Group Views (section IV.2.2.) are defined as the set of Groupable interfaces that 

belong to the group considered. The Group Views are supposed (by the original 

specification) to be always up to date in Group Administrators. This condition is very 

strong. On the contrary, the Group Views of Group Accessors are not constrained in that 

way. We chose to say (in the views_in_GroupAccessors axiom) that a view in an Accessor 

is equivalent to any past view of an Administrator of the group. This condition is too 
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weak : it makes possible, for example, that a Group Accessor always owns an empty view 

(sinœ all group has been empty in the past). The exact definition of Group Accessor's 

views has not been provided by the original specification. 

2. When then join_group or the leave_group primitive is called, some time after the return, 

the primitive view_change has to be called on the Groupable interface (section IV.2.3.). 

However, the delay before this call is not bounded by the axiom (it was not in the original 

specification). The problem is that, in the way the axiom is written, it is made possible 

that view_change is called only once for two (or more) successive join//eave_group 

primitive calls on a given Administrator. We could prevent this by enforcing the item 

'join/leave_groupcall' to be false between the return time and the view_ change's call 

time, with an effect similar to the processing axiom of any primitive of our specification. 

However, this is not sufficient : a view_change call that occurs as a consequence of the 

join/leave_group primitive call on a given Administrator, should, according to our axioms, 

take in account any member that could have joined/leaved the group in the meantime by 

way of any other Administrator. 

3. In the axiom effect_of_joingroup_when_not_first_member_of_a_group (section IV.2.3.), as 

this was the case in the original specification (section III.4.3., Figure III-7), the new 

member of the group receives (by means of its primitive 'set_state') the "current" 

state of the group, coming from another member (by means of its primitive 'get_state'). 

Besides this, we know that all Groupable interfaces of a the group receive the messages 

(deliver') in the same order (axiom total_order_multicast), but not neœssarily at the same 

instants. The problem is that, in the original specification, there lacks a link between the 

state that a new member object receives from the group, and the point at which it will 

begin to receive the messages (i.e. until which message has been updated the state it 

has reœived ?). The first message it will receive should be the first message that 

receives the member object that gave its state, after the getstateRetum time. 

4. When the primitive get_state is called, we should insure that the state returned is not 

inconsistent, i.e. is not in an intermediary situation of the processing relative ta the 

reœption of a message. This can easily be done by making the primitives 'get_state' and 

'deliver' exclusive (if we make the hypothesis that the processing of a message is 

confined between the de/iverCa/1 and deliverRetum instants). We could also suppose 

that the state is updated punctually. For example, the item 'state' of a Groupable 

interface would only represent a mirror of another item of the member object, and is 

regularly (and punctually) updated. See also section IV.3.1. 
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Chapterv 

Testing a TRIO specification 

In this chapter, we only give the main concepts for testing a TRIO specification. We also 

give a rough description of a tool, the TRIO environment, developed at the Dipartimento di 

Elettronica e Informazione, Politecnico di Milano. 

V.1. Introduction 

In order to use TRIO for "real-world" systems, it is necessary to provide the designers with a 

set of tools supporting the different activities that can be done using a formai specification 

language such as TRIO. Such activities can be roughly divided into : 

• producing a specification ; 

• performing computations on the basis of a specification. 

Both activities are related to each other: first of all, one cornes up with a first - partial -

draft of the specification of a system, then he/she tries to understand whether the 

specification exactly captures the requirements the system should have. This can be done, 

for instance, by checking whether a set of possible behaviours of the system are compatible 

with the specification, or by trying to formally prove that some properties are satisfied by the 

specification. In other words, the designer tries to validate the specification. On the basis 

of the results of this latter activity he/she may decide to modify the specification because, 
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for example, some expected properties do not hold, or because the specification does not 

include all the relevant aspects of the system. Once the specification has been modified it 

should undergo another validation phase. This process may be repeated until the designers 

are fully confident on the accuracy of their specification. 

The validation activity can be conducted in two different ways. The simpler way consists in 

checking the specification against different behaviours of the system that have been written 

by the designers. Typically the designers describe a set of expected behaviours of the 

system along with some illegal behaviours and checks whether the former are compatible 

with the specification while the latter are not. This activity is known as history checking and, 

given a complete description of a possible evolution of the described system, it consists in 

checking whether the specification is true or false in that structure, thus providing a yes/no 

answer. 

A more complex validation activity consists in generating from the specification some -

possibly all - models, that is legal behaviours of the system that fulfil the specification, ta 

see whether or not they correspond to the expectations of the designers. This activity is 

known as history or test case generation. 

V.2. Building models for a TRIO specification 

To build a model for a TRIO specification S consists of building an execution - an 

interpretation - of the system that satisfies S . An execution is a sequenœ of events that 

characterises the execution itself, i.e. a possible behaviour of the system specified by S . 

Generating all the models of S consists of building the set of executions that describes all 

the possible different behaviours of the system specified by S . 

Let us consider a TRIO axiom : the value of variables, functions, and predicates can change 

intime. In order to provide an interpretation of a TRIO axiom, it is necessary to provide a 

value to each of them for each time instant. This is the role of a history : it assigns, for 

each instant, values to variables and functions, and relations to predicates. Based on such 

interpretation, it is possible to assign a value to all TRIO terms and a Boolean value to 

formulas. 
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An event is a pair < L, i >, where L is a ground literai of a time dependent predicate and i 

a time instant, belonging to the time domain. 

A history is a set of events that does not include a contradiction, i.e. bath events < L,i > 

and <-,l,i >. 

A history is complete if it contains a unique truth-value for each predicate of the formula at 

each instant of the time domain. 

A complete history satisfies a formula F at time instant i if its evaluation - in which 

predicate values are defined by the events of the history - yields a TRUE value. 

Example: 

Cali ~ Futr(Return,5) (I) 

Hl 
• -,Cali Cali -,Cali Cali -,Cali Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali 
-,Retum -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return Retum -,Retum Retum -,Retum -,Retum 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Hz 
• -,Cali Cali -,Cali Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali 

-,Retum -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Retum -,Return Retum -,Retum Retum -,Retum -,Retum 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

H3 
• -,Cali Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali -,Cali 

-,Retum -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Retum Return -,Retum -,Retum -,Retum -,Retum 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure V-1: Three histories associated with formula (I) 

Figure V-1 shows three histories associated with formula (I) : H 1 satisfies it at all time 

instants but i = 5 ; H 1 and H 3 at all time instants. 

The interpretation algorithm34 is based on the rules schematically described on Figure V-2. 

34 We clon't intend, here, to give a formai description of the algorithm but only the main ideas. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

<AAB,t> <-/.,AAB),t> 

<A,t><B,t> <A,t> 

(d) (e) (f) 

<VxA,t> <-,VxA,t> < Futr(A, v ), t > 

<A,t+v> 

Figure V-2 : Rules for decomposing TRIO formulas 

Each sub-formula is associated with the time t at which it is assumed to hold. The 

decomposition ends when each set of sub-formulas contains only literais. 

A leaf describes facts or properties that hold at a certain point in time. Each basic fact or 

property is called an event, and each set of events a history. 

Each leaf that does not contain any contradiction contains a history. Since any evolution of 

the system that includes the events belonging to such a history satisfies the formula, this 

algorithm is also called a history generator. 
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< Call H Futr(Return,5),1 > 

j Cali /\ Futr(Retum,5) 

\-,Cali/\ -,F~tr(Return,5) 

< Call A Futr(Return,5),1 > < -,Call A-, Futr(Return,5),1 > 

< Ca/1,1 >< Return,6 > < -,Ca/1,1 >< -,Return,6 > 

Figure V-3 : Decomposition of formula (1) 

When TRIO formulas refer to infinite interpretation domains, the algorithm may not 

terminate. In such cases, the interpretation of TRIO formulas can be restricted to finite 

domains that approximate the infinite theoretical domains. For instance, if a sluice gate 

takes a few minutes to complete its movements, it is quite likely that all relevant properties 

about its behaviour can be observed within a temporal window of one hour. 

Not surprisingly, the complexity of the history generation algorithm is exponential with 

respect to bath number of quantifications in the formula and the cardinality of the 

interpretation domains. However, in many cases, we just need to verify whether a given 

history satisfies a given formula, rather than to generate a history satisfying it. In this case, 

the interpretation algorithm can be modified in such a way that its complexity is polynomial 

with respect to the cardinality of the interpretation domain. This new version of the 

interpretation algorithm is called history checker. History generator and history checker are 

used as the core of a tool for systematically generating functional test cases from TRIO 

specifications. 

A test case for a given TRIO formula F is a complete history that satisfies F at one or 

more instants of the time domain. 
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V.3. The construction of test cases 

V.3.1. Partial and elementary test cases 

In practical application cases, the complete description of an expected system behaviour 

such as that provided by a test case, is hardly ever needed when testing a system. In 

general, we try to identify a limited number of relevant events, we check the system 

behaviour against them, and we try to extrapolate the behaviour under ail remaining 

circumstances. 

Partial test cases (PTCs) and elementary test cases (ETCs) are subsets of complete test 

cases that contain relevant events. However their size is generally dramatically lower than 

that of test cases. Full test cases can be built, if needed, by applying suitable operations to 

partial test cases and elementary test cases. 

With respect to formula (I), the following sets of events intuitively carry some meaningful 

information that was contained in the complete sets from which they have been extracted. 

PTC1 = {< Call,1 >,< Call,3 >,< Call ,5 >,< Return,6 >,< Return,8 >} 

PTC2 = {< Call ,I >,< Ca/1,3 >,< Return,6 >,< Return,8 >} 

PTC3 = {< Call ,1 >,< Return,6 >} 

Formally, they share the following property : no matter how we complete them by adding 

events for each time instant and for each predicate that are not already present in the set, 

we obtain a test case. 

A partial test case PTC is a set of events such that all complete histories H containing PTC 

are test cases. 

A partial test case PTC satisfy a formula Fat time i if and only if so do ail complete histories 

H, such that PTC ç H . 

PTC1 , PTC2 and PTC3 are partial test cases ; PTC1 and PTC2 satisfy formula (I) at 

times 1 and 3, and PTC3 satisfies it at time 1. In general, a partial test case for a formula 

satisfies it in at least one time instant. 
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The generation of a test case only requires the generation of a partial test case PTC, since 

a test case can be obtained as the union of partial test cases and any set of events, SE, 

such that PTC u SE is a complete history. This greatly reduces the set of events to 

generate, as PTC11 PTC2 and PTC3 show. 

Yet, this set can be reduced even further. A partial test case may contain events that are 

net necessary for it to be a partial test case. As a first example, a test case is a partial test 

case itself. As another example, PTC1 contains the event < Ca/1,5 >, whose deletion from 

PTC1 produces the partial test case PTC2 / which, like PTC1 , satisfies formula (I) at time 

instants 1 and 3. Other events can be deleted in PTC2 : by deleting events < Ca/1,3 > and 

< Return,8 > we obtain the partial test case PTC3 , which satisfies formula (I) only at time 

1. No events, instead, can be deleted from PTC3 to obtain a smaller partial test case. 

For instance, if we delete event < Return,6 > in PTC3 we obtain the event set {< Ca/1,l > }, 

which is net a partial test case, since, as Figure V-4 shows, there exists at least one 

complete history which includes the event set {< Call ,l >} and is net a test case. A partial 

test case like PTC3 will be called an elementary test case. 

Cali Cali Cali Cali Cali Cali Cali Cali Cali Caff Caff 
-,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return -,Return 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure V-4 : A history that is not a test case for formula (1) 

A partial test case is an elementary test case if and only if no partial test case is properly 

included in it. 

A partial test case satisfying a given formula F at time i always contains a - possibly 

empty35 - elementary test case satisfying F at the same time i, so elementary test cases 

are the kernel of complete test cases. Their construction is a much smaller job than the 

construction of full test cases, though it still produces the information necessary to verify 

whether a specification is satisfied. 

35 For instance, a valid formula, which is true at any time instant in any interpretation, admits an 

empty elementary test case. 
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V.3.2. The construction of elementary test cases 

The history generator can be used as the kernel of a tool to generate the set of all 

elementary test cases satisfying formula F at a given time instant i, since it can be proved 

that: 

• all leaves without contradictions contain a PTC satisfying F at time i, 

• any elementary test case satisfying a TRIO formula F at time i, is a partial test case 

included in at least one of the leaves without contradictions. 

Sorne leaves may contain partial test cases that are not elementary test cases. For instance, 

consider the formula Av (A/\ B), where A and B are atomic predicates. The tree 

generated by the history generator with evaluation time 1 is in Figure V-5. 

< A v (A /\ B),1 > 

<A,1> <AA B,1> 

<A,l><B,l> 

Figure V-5 : A tree whose leaves do not exclusively contain elementary test cases 

The history PTC = {< A,1 >,< B,1 >} generated in the righbllost leaf is a partial test case, 

but not an elementary test case, since it includes the elementary test case ETC = {< A,1 >} 

generated in the leftmost leaf. Nevertheless, the contents of the leaves produced by the 

history generator can be profitably used as basic test cases even when they are not 

elementary test cases. 

V.3.3. Operations on elementary and partial test cases 

Two operations on elementary and partial test cases, shift and composition, help build test 

cases from the elementary test cases satisfying a formula F at a single time instant i . This 

dramatically reduces the number of events to be produced by the history generator. 
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► Shift of elementary and partial test cases 

After the history generator has produced elementary test cases satisfying formula F at time 

instant i, elementary test cases satisfying F at any other time instant i + t of the time 

domain can be obtained by the shift operation. 

A history H' is said to be the d-shift of another history H if and only if for each event 

< L,i >EH there exists an event < L,i + A >EH' and vice versa. This will be denoted by 

H' =Slùft(H,A). 

The shift operation is defined similarly for test cases, whether complete, or partial, or 

elementary. 

The following equation holds for the partial test case PTC1 : 

Slùft(PTC1,2) = {< Cal/,3 >,< Cal/,5 >,< Cal/,7 >,< Return,8 >,< Return,10 >} 

The shift operation may not be defined for all values of ô, if the time domain is finite. For 

instance, Shift(PTC3 ,5) is not defined if the time domain is the range [1.. 10]. However, all 

events obtained by d-shifting a PTC or ETC referring to time i have occurrence times still in 

the time domain, we have produced another PTC or ETC, which the history generator would 

produce with respect to time i + A . 

► Composition 

PTC3 = {< Ca//,1 >,< Return,6 >} describes the receipt of one message at time 1, and the 

sending of another at time 6. Suppose we want to test how the system behaves under a 

heavier load, for instance when it also receives a message at time 3, which must be 

answered at time 8. To add the corresponding receipt and sending events to PTC3 , we 

add the events of the elementary test case PTC4 = {< Ca//,3 >,< Return,8 > }. Notice that 

PTC4 may very well be obtained by shifting PTC3 • The expected behaviour of the system 

when bath messages are sent is described by PTC21 which is the union of the basic building 

blacks PTC3 and PTC4 • 

The set H = H' u H" is called the composition of histories H' and H" if it contains no 

contradictions. The composition of test cases, whether elementary or partial, is defined 

accordingly. 
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The set of partial test cases is closed with respect to composition : the composition of two 

partial test cases PTC1 and PTC2 for formula F is a partial test case, satisfying F over 

the set of times at which PTC1 or PTC2 satisfies F. 

This property provides the means for building partial test cases for formulas of the type 

Alw(F) from elementary test cases. These formulas are satisfied by histories that satisfy 

F at all instants i belonging to the time domain, so the composition of a set of elementary 

test cases for formula F, one for each time instant in the time domain (where F is 

valuable), is a partial test case for the formula Alw(F). 

In summary, the shift and composition operations can be used to produce ail partial test 

cases of interest starting from elementary test cases according to the following procedure : 

1. Obtain a set of partial - possibly elementary - test cases referring to a given instant; 

2. Shift them by a given set of Li's such that ail the newly generated events still fall within 

the time domain, to obtain new partial test cases ; 

3. Compose the now available partial test cases as needed, to obtain larger partial test 

cases; 

4. Complete the partial test cases, in a largely arbitrary way - all that is needed is to avoid 

contradictions - by adding all other events to build test cases. 

V.4. Test case selection criteria 

Ali complete test cases for a given formula could be produced starting from a kernel of 

elementary test cases. However, the huge number of required test cases makes exhaustive 

testing impossible in most practical cases, even for finite interpretation domains. 

Heuristic techniques have been defined to select a subset of ail possible test cases for a 

given specification. This selection allows to handle satisfactorily the trade-off between : 

• testing significance, i.e. the level of confidence in system correctness that can be 

inferred from a test that does not cause failures; 

• testing effort, i.e. the size of test cases and the effort required to verify the system 

against them. 

For generality, in the following subsections we refer to partial test cases as the kernel from 

which we start to build complete test cases, since the history generator does not always 
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generate elementary test cases only. The proposed test selection criteria, however, become 

even more effective when applied to elementary test cases. 

Here are sketched basic - and not exhaustive - criteria for selecting test cases. 

V.4 . .t. Disjunction 

The history generator builds one node for each of the disjuncts of formulas like Av B or 

3.xA(x) (see Figure V-2 (c) and (e) ) : a partial test case for the formula in any of the son 

nodes is a partial test case for the formula in the parent node as well. Any straightforward 

implementation of that algorithm would construct all the son nodes in a fixed order. The 

complexity of the test case generation can be reduced by trying to satisfy only the formulas 

in some of the son nodes - possibly just one - in an order to be determined, possibly in an 

interactive way, by the user. The user will choose to expand the sub-formulas describing 

the functionalities whose correctness are more important, e.g. the safety-critical ones. 

For the Som operator, a particular case of disjunctive construct, the construction may be 

further simplified because the existential quantification ranges over the time domain, and 

the partial test cases corresponding to the different values of the quantified variable can be 

obtained by means of a shift operation. 

V.4.2. Conjunction 

Conjunctions - whether generated by an and operator or by a universal quantifier - are a 

major source of complexity in the history generator algorithm, because each node of this 

type is decomposed into one son tree with all conjuncts (see Figure V-2 (a) and (d) ). 

Therefore, in general, a partial test case for 'v'xA(x) at time i can be obtained by 

composing a set of partial test cases, each satisfying A(x) at time i for all possible values 

of x. 

Formulas of the kind Alw(F) are often used as system specifications. We obtain a partial 

test case for Alw(F) by composing a set of partial test cases, each satisfying F at each 

different point of the time domain. A partial test case for any time instant is obtained by t:.

shifting any partial test case generated for F at a given time instant. 
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V.4.3. Implications 

The most interesting test cases generated from implications are those that make the 

antecedent true, as the implication is conventionally true otherwise. 

Cali ➔ Futr(Return,5) (II) 

Formula (Il), a modification of formula (I), does not prevent spurious calls, which are not 

transmitted by the sender, from being delivered. Since we cannot use spurious calls to test 

the system, the partial test case {< Cal/,l >< Return,6 >} is more significant for testing 

purposes than the elementary test cases {< -,Ca//,1 >} and {< Return,6 > }, or the partial 

test case {< -,Call,l >< Return,6 > }. 

Thus, an implication A ➔ B may be heuristically transformed into a conjunction A AB , 

since B must be true when A is true in order for the implication to hold. The formula is a 

conjunction in its own right. 

v.s. The TRIO environment 

A tool for generating partial test cases for real-time systems from their TRIO specification 

has been implemented at the Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione, Politecnico di 

Milano. It is coded in C, and runs under UNIX. Figure V-6 depicts a high-level view of the 

tool and its interactions with the external world. The tool implements a modified version of 

the algorithm for generating histories that allows the user to apply the test case selection 

criteria. 
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The tool is designed to let the user work, to the extent possible, at an abstract level, i.e. in 

terrns of the behaviours of the system, rather than in terrns of single events, whose number 

may be very large. 

The specification formula must include preliminary declarations of variables and predicates in 

order that the tool can perforrn syntax analysis and type checking. Specifications are in text 

files, which can be edited from inside the tool using v i or ernacs or produced using any 

other text editor36• 

The user can take advantage of the test case selection criteria, by defining the actions to be 

taken with the logical and temporal operators in the specification formula. 

The TRIO environment is composed of a set of tools supporting the activities of checking 

and generating histories. These tools are integrated by means of a graphical user interface. 

V.5.1. The history editor 

The editor provides a scrolled working area to display the histories. To represent a history, 

there is a grid where the temporal domain is depicted horizontally while the TRIO items 

belonging to the current specification are depicted vertically. An event is represented by a 

circle. If the event is a predicate or a proposition, the circle will be either white, to denote 

that the event is true, or grey to denote that it is false. If the event is a constant or a 

function the circle will be red37• Figure V-7 shows a history where only some positive 

occurrences of the predicates have been defined. 

36 The syntax for specification can be found in Appendix C. 

37 Variables can be depicted associating different colours ta the different values they can hold. 
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Figure V-7 : The history editor (I) 

Whenever more than one event, referring to the same item, occur at the same time a pile of 

circles - one for each event - is drawn. 

Figure V-8 : The history editor (II) 

Figure V-8 shows the interface by means of which an event is added, deleted or modified. 

The latter is done by clicking on the circle representing the event to be modified. A text field 

is used to type the event, using the TRIO history syntax38• When the interface is visualised 

38 The TRIO history syntax can be found on Appendix D. 
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through the "Add" command of the menu "Event'', it is initialised with some information 

concerning the selected event such as name, arity, demain, codomain, and should be filled 

up by the user. 

V.5.2. The history checker 

This tool checks the specification, that is the îRIO axioms describing the system, against an 

history, providing a yes/no answer to represent whether or not the history considered 

represents an evolution of the system compatible with the specification. 

If the history is not complete, that is it does not contain enough information, e.g. nothing is 

said about the truth or the falsity of some predicates at some time instants, the history 

checker may not be able to provide a yes/no answer. In such cases, the answer will be 

"unknown" in order to represent that the history does not contain enough information. 

Whenever the answer provided by the history checker is different from what the user 

expected, the problem of finding what is wrong arises. In order to ease the analysis of what 

happened, the tool has a trace option whose effect is to provide information about the 

evaluation of each axiom of the class in each time instant. Figure V-9 shows the result of 

such activity. 
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Figure V-9 : History checking 

Very often the user is interested in stating only what is true, without having to state what is 

false. In order to avoid to require that in each time instant the history should state what is 

true and what is false, the history checker has also a closed world assumption option. In 

this case everything that is not said to be true is implicitly considered as false. As a 

consequence the history checker will always be able to provide a TRUE/FALSE answer. 

V.5.3. The mode/ generator 

Generating all the models of a specification can lead to a huge number of histories and, in 

many practical cases, requires an unreasonable amount of time and memory. 

The main idea consists in not deriving the models for every instant, i.e. it is not necessary to 

consider that a given event occurs at time 1, at time 2, etc. since it is possible to translate -

with the shift operation - the results obtained to different time instants. Thus, given a TRIO 

formula F , it is possible to generate all possible models of F that refers to a generic time 
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instant i . Since, in general, F · cbntains temporal operators', a~y partial test case describes 

the events that must occur at relative moments i, i - 1, i + 1, i - 2, i + 2, etc. in order to 

satisfy F. 

Once some partial test cases have been generated for F, it is possible to compose them in 

order to generate the different models that satisfy F on a given temporal domain. This 

composition activity requires to select a partial test case for each time instant of the 

temporal domain by instantiating i with the values belonging to the temporal domain. 

This approach has the advantage of dividing the problem of generating the models into two 

different activities that can be carried out separately, allowing in this way a more effective 

generation of the models. 

► Generation of the partial test cases 

The test case generator allows one to build all the possible partial test cases associated with 

a formula. Moreover, the test case generator allows the definition of criteria whose aim is to 

reduce the number of partial test cases. These criteria represents structural conditions, that 

is, for each basic construct of the language, such as logical implication, the user can impose 

a constraint on the number of partial test cases that have to be considered. For instance, 

when considering a logical implication such as A ➔ B one may choose to generate a partial 

test case in which B is true rather than one in which A is false. 

At each step of the generation process, the tool submits to the user : 

• the fragment of the specification formula currently considered ; 

• the set of partial test cases for the parts of the formula previously considered, which 

are treated as constraints on the generation of partial test cases for the current sub

formula; 

• test case selection criteria available for the current (sub)formula. 

The user chooses one of the selection criteria, and the tool considers the corresponding sub

formulas, treating them as new secondary specifications, thus iterating the process. If no 

partial test case can be generated by applying the chosen selection criteria, or after the 

generation of one partial test case is completed, the tool backtracks to the preceding sub

formula, tolet the user choose a different selection criteria. 

When activating the test case generator, the tool can be driven by the user during the 

generation of the partial test cases. Figure V-10 shows a class composed by three axioms. 

The user can select which one has to be considered first by double-clicking it. 
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Figure V-10 Generation of partial test case (1) 

Processing, first, the axioms #1 and #3 leads to the situation described in Figure V-11. 

Axioms #1 and #3 are marked to remind the user that they already have been processed. 

The window "Building test cases" shows the number of partial test cases - satisfying the 

processed axioms - that the tool has built. 

·1 
i 
l 

~;;~!llllilillÎ 
Figure V-11 Generation of partial test cases (II) 
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Figure V-12 shows what happens after the selection of the ·axiom #2. At this point, the 

current operator is the equivalence, which can be satisfied into two different ways : A/\ B 

and -.A /\ -,B . The user can select in which way the partial test cases should be generated 

by clicking on the corresponding button. The "Existing constraints" window shows that 

there are five constraints that will be taken into account. They correspond to the five partial 

test cases in construction coming from the processing of the other axioms of the class. 

Figure V-12 : Generation of partial test cases (III) 

► Composition of partial test cases 

~· 
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Once a reasonable number of partial test cases - possibly all - have been generated it is 

possible to compose them in order to derive the models of the given class. This can be 

done either automatically or manually. 

During the manual composition the user will be asked to select a partial test case for each 

instant of the time demain. The user can browse the partial test cases and see the test case 

in construction. The tool prevents the user from choosing a partial test case, which is in 

contradiction with partial model generated until then. 

Figure V-13 shows the partial test case #7, which can be used in all time instants shown in 

the column "Instants". 
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Figure V-13: Composition of partial test cases (I) 

Using the partial test case #7 at time 10 leads to the model - in construction - described in 

Figure V-14, where a textual representation is also shown. 
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Figure V-14 Composition of partial test cases (II) 
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When a partial test case has been selected for each element of the time domain a model is 

generated. 

The automatic composition produces all the possible models that can be built from the 

available partial test cases. However, it should be noticed that in principle the number of 

models can be huge. 

During - manual or automatic - composition, it is also possible to start from an incomplete 

history, i.e. it is possible to use an incomplete history as a constraint. In such a case, the 

tool allows one to generate all the models that are compatible with the given constraint. 

V.5.4. Dealing with complex specifications 

In general, the specification of a real system is composed of several classes, each of them 

introducing many items and axioms. As a result, dealing with a complex specification can be 

very difficult due to the number of partial test cases that can be generated. 

In principle, it is not interesting to generate all possible system behaviours, but only those 

really meaningful. As it was shown before, model generation requires to carry out two 

different activities : one has to first generate the partial test cases and then compose them 

in order to produce the actual models. Bath activities can be carried out with different 

degrees of automation, in order to drive the tool towards the most significant models. 

However it must be noticed that augmenting the degree of interaction requires a deep 

understanding of the specification. Moreover, if the specification is complex, the interaction 

may not be enough : it can be necessary to decompose the specification in smaller - and 

simpler - parts. A first - natural - way to decompose a specification is to consider one class 

at the time so that partial test cases are generated for each class separately. Sometimes, 

however even a single class can be tao complex to be treated as a whole ; in such cases it is 

necessary to further decompose it in smaller parts which are more manageable. 

► Setting the level of interaction 

The first way in which one can deal with a complex specification is by trying to reduce the 

number of partial test cases associated with the specification. This can be done by setting 

an appropriate level of interaction for the partial test case generator. The level of 

interaction can be set by defining for each occurrence of every - logical - operator what the 

tool should do. 
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For instance, a formula such as AH B can be satisfied in two different ways : by trying to 

satisfy both A and B, or by trying to satisfy both -,A and -,B. Thus, the user may 

define, for each occurrence of the H operator whether or not he/she wants the tool to 

automatically generate all the partial test cases that satisfies only A A B, only -,A A -,B or 

both. If the user does not want the tool to proceed automatically, then the tool will stop 

and ask the user in which way the formula should be satisfied. 

There are two basic definition levels for these actions. At a global level, the same action is 

associated with all occurrences of an operator, e.g. all implications must be treated as 

conjunctions. At a local level, an action is associated with a single operator occurrence. 

Local definitions override global ones. 

The "Define actions" menu allows the user to set the level of interaction by means of the 

interface shown in Figure V-15. This is done by, first, selecting for each operator the scope 

of the action. The scope is the level at which the selected action has to be applied. At a 

global level, the same action is associated with all occurrences of an operator, e.g. all 

implications must be treated as conjunctions. At a local level, an action is associated with a 

single operator occurrence. Local definitions override global ones. 

The second step is selecting the action that should be undertaken by the test case 

generator: 

• user interaction, that is to ask the user what to do next ; 

• history checker, that is to use the history checker to check whether the current 

constraints already satisfy the formula ; 

• automatic completion, that is to proceed automatically39 ; 

• default, that is to take the default action - usually defined as user interaction. 

39 Three different modes can be defined which are fully described in Appendix E. 
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Figure V-15 : Setting the level of interaction 

In this way it is possible to dramatically reduce the number of partial test cases produced. 

However, if the specification contains many axioms it might be difficult to produce only the 

"meaningful partial test cases" since the interrelations between the different axioms might 

be difficult to understand also for an experienced user. 

However, in general we are interested in testing the different behaviours of the system and 

especially those that correspond to incorrect - or unexpected - behaviours of the user. 

► Decomposing a class 

One possibility consists in considering a small set of axioms at the time and generating the 

partial test cases only for those axioms, postponing to the composition phase the problem of 

combining the effects of all the axioms to model the behaviour of the whole system. In this 

case a natural way to decompose the specification is to divide the axioms into different 

groups. The sets of partial test cases generated for the different groups of axioms will be 

stored in different files. 

This can be easily done since the tool allows the user to select which axioms of the current 

class he/she wants to take into account before starting generation, as shown in Figure V-16. 
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Figure V-16: Decomposing a dass 

When composing test cases, the user will select all the files - containing test cases - he/she 

wants to take into account. Figure V-17 shows that three files containing partial test cases 

previously generated have been loaded and therefore can be used for composing test cases. 

Figure V-17 : A model in construction 
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In order to generate a test case for the complete class, it is necessary to use at least one 

partial test case from each group in each time instant of the temporal domain. In order to 

help the user, the tool will display a matrix in which each column refers to an instant of the 

time domain, while each row refers to a file containing the partial test cases. The elements 

of the matrix are the partial test cases that have been selected. This matrix - also called 

"Compose table" - is shown in Figure V-17. 

By selecting the appropriate partial test cases, a model is constructed and, by means of the 

compose table, one can see which partial test cases he/she has selected in each time 

instant. When the table has been filled up a model has been generated. 

In order to derive a model for the whole system, we have to add the events referring to the 

other subsystems - other classes - that compose the system. This can be done by using 

the model of the first subsystem as a constraint when composing the partial test cases of 

the remaining parts of the system. 
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Conclusion 

In this work, we experimented the transformation of an informai description into a formai 

one, on a service that provides fault-tolerance and availability to a CORBA distributed 

architecture. The most pertinent part of our work has been the phase in which we designed 

the structure of our TRIO+ specification. We had to consider various approaches before 

converging on what we hope to be an accurate design for an easy-to-read specification. 

We did not insist on this point, but very often, the informai description of the service 

(Chapter III) has not been sufficient to understand its real functioning. Transforming an 

informai specification into a formai one (Chapter IV) includes a very important aspect of 

understanding it much more in depth, which implies, of course, many discussions with 

people who know the functioning of the system that is to specify. 

The greatest p_art of our specification is the formai description of operational procedures. 

Roughly, an operational procedure can be seen as something that transforms a set of inputs 

into a set of outputs. For each possible value for the inputs, it produces a complete set of 

outputs. However, TRIO+ is a declarative language in nature. Perhaps TRIO+ is not the 

language most adapted for this kind of specifications. 

When specifying operationally with a declarative language, an overspecification could make 

the specification inconsistent; however, it could also leave it consistent but with a constraint 

going back on its inputs : not all combinations of the different input's values are permitted 

anymore. The problem is that we have an inclination to think "functionally" (i.e. to specify is 

to define the outputs as a function of the inputs) instead of "declaratively" (i.e. to specify is 

to express properties binding items that are not considered as inputs nor outputs anymore). 

In coloured words, we could forget that {A ➔ B, -,B} is not an inconsistent set. 
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It is also possible that our vision of the problem has been influenced by the informai 

specification we started from, that consisted in an operational description. 

The resulting specification still has to be validated, for example by using the TRIO tool we 

introduced (Chapter V). In order to use this tool for validating our specification, a first step 

of transformation would be required, since the TRIO tool does not support the structured 

classes of TRIO+, as well as the improvements coming from TRIO+*. 

During the realization of this work, we experienced the usage of the TRIO+ language in a 

practical situation. We noticed, in particular, the lack of a mechanism of views, and the 

absence of absolute time representation. 

We hope that our work will be a useful contribution to the OpenDREAMS project in which we 

took part. 

TRIO is a language under constant evolution. It is regularly augmented with new features. 

May our work contribute to this evolution. 
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Appendix A : Specification of the service 

type TGroupName = string 

type TMessage = any 

type TState = any 

type TGroupView = sequence of IDType 

class ObjectID 

visible ID 

temporal domain real 

TI Items 
ID: IDType 

end ObjectID 

class TFactory 

inherit ObjectID 

visible createCall, createReturn 

temporal domain real 

event Items 
createCall(TGroupN ame) 

createReturn(IDType union { groupError}) 

axioms 
vars 

a, b: TGroupName 
x, y: IDType union {groupError} 

createCall_unicity: (createCall(a) /\ createCall(b)) ➔ a=b 

createReturn_unicity: (createReturn(x) /\ createReturn(y)) ➔ x=y 

create _processing: 

createCall(a) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3x (createReturn(x)), t) /\ Lasts(-,createCall(b), t)) 

create _ causality: 

createReturn(x) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3a (createCall(a)), t) /\ Lasted(-,createReturn(y), t)) 

end TFactory 

class TGroupAccessor 

inherit ObjectID 

visible alive, groupName, view, 

multicastCall, multicastReturn, getviewCall, getviewReturn 

temporal domain real 
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TD Items 

vars 

groupName: TGroupName 

view: TGroupView 
event Items 

multicastCall(TMessage) 

multicastReturn( { succeed} union { groupError}) 

getviewCall 

getview Return(TGroup View union { groupError}) 

state Items 

alive 

axioms 

vars 

m, n: TMessage 

z, w: {succeed} union {groupError} 

x, y: TGroup View union { groupError} 

t: real 

GN: TGroupName 
multicastCall_unicity: (multicastCall(m) A multicastCall(n)) ➔ m=n 

multicastReturn_unicity: (multicastReturn(z) A multicastReturn(w)) ➔ z=w 

multicast _processing: 

multicastCall(m) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3z (multicastReturn(z)), t) 

A Lasts(-,multicastCall(n), t)) 

multicast _ causality: 

multicastReturn(z) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3m (multicastCall(m)), t) 

A Lasted(-,multicastReturn(w), t)) 

getviewRetum_unicity: (getviewReturn(x) A getviewReturn(y)) ➔ x=y 

getview _processing: 

getviewCall ➔ 3t (NextTime(3x (getviewReturn(x)), t) A Lasts(-,getviewCall, t)) 

getview _causality: 

getviewReturn(x) ➔ 3t (LastTime(getviewCall, t) A Lasted(-,getviewReturn(y), t)) 

monotony_of_alive: begin_alive ➔ (AlwF(alive) A AlwP(-,alive)) 

invariability _ of _groupName _ while _ a/ive: 

(begin_alive A groupName=GN) ➔ AlwF(groupName=GN) 

effect _ of_ a/ive_ on _primitive_ calls: 

-,alive ➔ (-,multicastCall(m) A -,getviewCall) 

effect _ of _getview: 

getviewCall ➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3x (getviewReturn(x)), t) 

A Futr(getviewReturn(groupError) v getviewReturn(view), t)) 

end TGroupAccessor 
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class TGroupAdministrator 

inherit TGroupAccessor 

visible active, memberID 

joingroupCall, joingroupReturn, leavegroupCall, leavegroupReturn 

temporal domain real 

TD Items 
vars 

memberID: IDType 

event Items 
joingroupCall(IDType) 

joingroupReturn( { succeed} union { groupError, alreadyMember}) 
leavegroupCall(IDType) 

leavegroupReturn( { succeed} union { groupError, notMember}) 

state Items 
active 

axioms 
vars 

id, id': IDType 

x, y: {succeed} union {groupError, alreadyMember} 

z, w: {succeed} union {groupError, notMember} 

t, t1, ti: real 
joingroupCall _ unicity: UoingroupCall(id) A joingroupCall(id')) ➔ id=id' 

joingroupReturn_unicity: UoingroupReturn(x) /\jOingroupReturn(y)) ➔ x=y 

joingroup _processing: 

joingroupCall(id) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3x UoingroupReturn(x)), t) 

/\ Lasts(-,joingroupCall(id'), t)) 

joingroup _ causality: 

joingroupReturn(x) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3id UoingroupCall(id)), t) 

A Lasted(-,joingroupReturn(y), t)) 

leavegroupCall_unicity: (leavegroupCall(id) A leavegroupCall(id')) ➔ id=id' 

leavegroupReturn_unicity: (leavegroupReturn(z) A leavegroupReturn(w)) ➔ z=w 

leavegroup _processing: 

leavegroupCall(id) ➔ 3t (NextTime(3z (leavegroupReturn(z)), t) 

/\ Lasts(-,leavegroupCall(id'), t)) 

leavegroup _ causality: 

leavegroupReturn(z) ➔ 3t (LastTime(3id (leavegroupCall(id)), t) 

/\ Lasted(-,leavegroupReturn(w), t)) 

monotony_of_alive: begin_alive ➔ (AlwF(alive) /\ AlwP(-,alive)) 

invariability _ of_ memberID _ while _ active _part 1: 

(begin_active /\ memberlD=ID /\ NextTime(end_active, t)) 

➔ Lastsii(memberlD=ID, t) 
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invariability _ of_ member/D _ while _ active _part2: 

(begin_active A memberlD=ID" -,3t (NextTime(end_active, t))) 

➔ AlwF(memberlD=ID) 

effect _ of_ active_ on _primitive_ calls: 

-,active ➔ (-,joingroupCall(id) A -,leavegroupCall(id)) 

effect _ of_ a/ive_ on_ active: 

-,alive ➔ -,active 

active_ does _ not _change_ by _itself _parti: 

begin_active ➔ joingroupRetum(succeed) 

active_ does _not _change_ by _itself _part2: 

end_active ➔ leavegroupReturn(succeed) 

end TGroupAdministrator 

class Tinvocable 

inherit ObjectID 

visible deliverCall, deliverRetum 

temporal domain real 

event Items 
deli verCall(TMessage) 

deli ver Return 

axioms 
vars 

m, n: TMessage 

deliverCall _ unicity: (deliverCall(m) A deliverCall(n)) ➔ m=n 

deliver _processing-. 

deliverCall(m) ➔ 3t (NextTime(deliverRetum, t) A Lasts(-,deliverCall(n), t)) 

deliver _causality: 

deliverReturn ➔ 3t (LastTime(3m (deliverCall(m)), t) A Lasted(-,deliverReturn, t)) 

end Tinvocable 

class TGroupable 

inherit Tlnvocable 

visible getstateCall, getstateReturn, setstateCall, setstateRetum, 

viewchangeCall, viewchangeRetum 

temporal domain real 

TD Items 
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vars 
view: TGroupView 

state: TState 
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event Items 

getstateCall 

getstateReturn(TState) 

setstateCall(TState) 

setstateRetum 

viewchangeCall(TGroup View) 

viewchangeRetum 

axioms 
vars 

s, s': TState 
v, v': TGroupView 

t: real 
getstateRetum_unicity: (getstateReturn(s) /\ getstateReturn(s')) ➔ s=s' 

getstate _processing: 

getstateCall ➔ 3t (NextTime(3s (getstateReturn(s)), t) A Lasts(-,getstateCall, t)) 

getstate _ causality: 

getstateReturn(s) ➔ 3t (LastTime(getstateCall, t) A Lasted(-,getstateReturn(s'), t)) 

setstateCall _ unicity: (setstateCall(s) /\ setstateCall(s')) ➔ s=s' 

setstate _processing: 

setstateCall(s) ➔ 3t (NextTime(setstateReturn), t) /\ Lasts(-,setstateCall(s'), t)) 

setstate _ causality: 

setstateReturn ➔ 3t (LastTime(3s (setstateCall(s)), t) /\ Lasted(-,setstateReturn, t)) 

viewchangeCall_unicity: (viewchangeCall(v) /\ viewchangeCall(v')) ➔ v=v' 

viewchange _processing: 

viewchangeCall(v) ➔ 3t (NextTime(viewchangeRetum), t) 

/\ Lasts(-,viewchangeCall(v'), t)) 

viewchange _causality: 

viewchangeReturn ➔ 3t (LastTime(3v (viewchangeCall(v)), t) 

/\ Lasted(-,viewchangeReturn, t)) 

effect _ of _getstate: 

getstateCall ➔ 3t (t>O /\ Futr(getstateRetum(state), t)) 

effect _ of_setstate: 

setstateCall(s) ➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime (setstateRetum, t) /\ Futr(state=s), t)) 

ejfect _ of_ viewchange: 

viewchangeCall(v) ➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime (viewchangeReturn, t) /\ Futr(view=v, t)) 

end TGroupable 
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class GroupCommunicationService 

visible 
GroupAccessorFactory.createCall, 

GroupAccessorFactory .createReturn, 

GroupAdministratorFactory .createCall, 

GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn, 

GroupAccessor .multicastCall, 

GroupAccessor .multicastReturn, 

Grn;.;p/\cce:c;sor.getvicwCaJl , 
Gru:lpAccessor .getvicw Rdurn, 

GroupAdministrator.multicastCall, 

GroupAdministrator.multicastReturn, 

GroupAdministrator.getviewCall, 

GroupAdministrator.getviewReturn, 

GroupAdministrator.joingroupCall, 

GroupAdministrator.joingroupReturn, 

GroupAdministrator.leavegroupCall, 

GroupAdministrator.IeavegroupReturn, 
frvoc;i.hk.deli verCaU, 
b VGCabk,deU vcrRctu.rn. 

Groupable.deliverCall, 

Groupable.deli verReturn, 

Groupable.getstateCall, 

Groupable.getstateReturn, 

Groupable.setstateCall, 
Groupable.setstateReturn, 

Groupable. viewchangeCall, 

Groupable. viewchangeReturn 

temporal domain real 

modules 
GroupAccessorFactory: 1Factory 

GroupAdministratorFactory: 1Factory 

GroupAccessor: array [l..M] ofTGroupAccessor 

GroupAdministrator: array [ 1 .. N] of TGroupAdministrator 

Groupable: array [ 1 .. P] of TGroupable 

axioms 
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vars 
i, i': l..M 

j , j' : LN 

k, k': l..P 

id: IDType 

-- indexes on GroupAccessors 

-- indexes on GroupAdministrators 

-- indexes on Groupables 

idx: {groupError} union IDType 

x: { succeed} union {groupError, alreadyMember} 

z: {succeed} union {groupError, notMember} 

w: {succeed} union {groupError} 

GN: TGroupName 
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state: Tstate 

msg, msg1, msg2: 1Message 

t, t1, t2, h, tu, t12, hi, 122: real 

effect _ of_ create _ accessor: 

GroupAccessorFactory.createCall(GN) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime (3idx (GroupAccessorFactory.createReturn(idx)), t) 

A Futr( GroupAccessorFactory .createReturn(groupError) 

v 3i 3id (GroupAccessorFactory.createReturn(id) 

A GroupAccessor[i].ID = id 

A GroupAccessor[i].groupName = GN 

A begin_GroupAccessor[i].alive), t)) 

effect _ of_ create _ administrator: 

GroupAdministratorFactory.createCall(GN) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3idx (GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn(idx)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn(groupError) 

v 3j 3id (GroupAdministratorFactory.createReturn(id) 

A GroupAdministrator[j].ID = id 

A GroupAdministrator[j].groupName = GN 

A begin_GroupAdministrator[j].alive), t)) 

views _in_ GroupAdministrators: 

id E GroupAdministrator[j].view 

tt 3j' (id= GroupAdministrator[j'].memberID 

A GroupAdministrator[j '] .groupN ame = GroupAdministrator[j] .groupN ame 

A GroupAdministrator[j'].active) 

views _in_ GroupAccessors: 

GroupAccessor[i].alive A GroupAccessor[i].view = v 

➔ 3j 3t (~ A Past(GroupAccessor[i].groupName = 

GroupAdministrator[j].groupName 

A GroupAdministrator[j].alive 

A GroupAdministrator[j].view = v, t)) 

effect _ of _joingroup _ when _ already _ member: 

( GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupCall(id) A GroupAdministrator[j] .active) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3x(GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupReturn(x)), t) 

A Futr( GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupReturn(groupError) 

v GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupReturn( alreadyMember ), t)) 
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effect _ of _joingroup _ when _first _ member _ of_ a _group: 

( GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupCall(id) A -,GroupAdministrator[j] .active 

A GroupAdministrator[j].view = {}) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3x (GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupRetum(x)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupRetum(groupError) 

v (GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupReturn(succeed) 

A begin_ GroupAdministrator[j] .active 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = id 

A GroupAdministrator[j]. view = {id} 

A 3t1 3k (t1>0 

A Groupable[k].ID = id 

A Futr(Groupable[k]. viewchangeCall( 

GroupAdministrator[j]. view), t1))), t)) 

ejfect _ of _joingroup _ when _ not _first _ member _ of_ a _group: 

(GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupCall(id) A -,GroupAdministrator[j].active 

A GroupAdministrator[j]. view ,;:. { } ) 

➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3x (GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupRetum(x)), t) 

/\ Futr(GroupAdministrator[j].joingroupReturn(groupError) 

v ( GroupAdministrator[j] .joingroupReturn(succeed) 

A be gin_ GroupAdministrator[j].active 

A GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = id 

A 3t1 3ti 3t3 3k 3k' 3state 

(Ü<t3<h<t1<t 
A Past(Groupable[k'].ID E view, t1) 

A Past(Groupable[k'].getstateCal.1, ti) 

A Past(Groupable[k' ].getstateReturn(state), t2) 

A Groupable[k].ID = id 

A Past(Groupable[k].setstateCall(state), t3)) 

A v'k (Groupable[k].ID E view 

➔ 3t1 (t1>0 A Futr(Groupable[k].viewchangeCall(view),t1)))), t)) 

ejfect _ of_ nonsense _leavegroup: 

(GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupCall(id) A GroupAdministrator[j].memberID,;:. id) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3z (GroupAdministrator[j].IeavegroupReturn(z)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministrator[j] .leavegroupRetum(groupError), t)) 

effect _ of_leavegroup _ when _ not _ member: 

(GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupCa11(id) 

A GroupAdministrator[j].memberID = id 
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A -,GroupAdministrator[j].acti ve) 

➔ 3t (t>O /\ NextTime(3z (GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupReturn(z)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministrator[j].leavegroupRetum(groupError) 

v GroupAdministrator[j] .leavegroupRetum(notMember ), t)) 
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effect _ of_leavegroup _ when _ member: 

(GroupAdministratorU].IeavegroupCall(id) 

A GroupAdministratorU].memberlD = id 

A GroupAdministratorU].active) 

➔ 3t (t>O A NextTime(3z (GroupAdministratorU].leavegroupReturn(z)), t) 

A Futr(GroupAdministratorU].IeavegroupReturn(groupError) 

v ( GroupAdministratorU] .leavegroupReturn( succeed) 

A end_GroupAdministratorU].active 

A Vk (Groupable[k].ID E view 

➔ 3t1 (t1>0 A Futr(Groupable[k] .viewchangeCall(view),t1)))), t)) 

effect _ of_ GroupAccessor 's _ multicast: 

GroupAccessor[i] .multicastCall(msg) 

➔( 

3t (t>O A NextTime(3w (GroupAccessor[i].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

A Futr( GroupAccessor[i] .multicastReturn(groupError), t)) 

V 

(3t (t>O A NextTime(3w (GroupAccessor[i].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

A Futr( GroupAccessor[i]. multicastReturn( succeed), t)) 

A Vj (3t (t>O A Futr( (GroupAdministratorU].active 

A GroupAdministratorU].groupName = 

GroupAccessor[i] .groupN ame 

A GroupAdministratorU].memberID = Groupable[k].ID) 

➔ Groupable[k].deliverCall(msg), t))))) 

effect _ of_ GroupAdministrator 's _ multicast: 

GroupAdministratorU '] .multicastCall(msg) 

➔( 

3t (t>O A NextTime(3w (GroupAdministratorU'].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

A Futr( GroupAdministratorU' ].multicastReturn(groupError), t)) 

V 

(3t (t>O A NextTime(3w (GroupAdministratorU'].multicastReturn(w)), t) 

A Futr( GroupAdministratorU '].multicastReturn(succeed), t)) 

A \ij (3t (t>O A Futr( (GroupAdministratorU].active 

A GroupAdministratorU].groupName = 
GroupAdministratorU'].groupName 

A GroupAdministratorU].memberID = Groupable[k].ID) 

➔ Groupable[k] .deliverCall(msg), t))))) 
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groupable _ delivers _ corne _.from _ multicast: 

(GroupAdministrator[j'].memberID = Groupable[k].ID 

A Groupable[k].deliverCall(msg)) 

➔ 3t(t>O 

A Past(3i (GroupAccessor[i].multicastCall(msg) 

A GroupAccessor[i].groupName = 

GroupAdministrator[j '] .groupN arne) 

v 3j (GroupAdministrator[j].multicastCall(msg) 

A GroupAdministrator[j].groupNarne = 
GroupAdministrator[j ' ].groupNarne)), t)) 

total order multicast: - -

' Futr(Groupable[k1].deliverCall(msg1) 

A GroupAdministrator[ji].memberID = Groupable[ki].ID 

A GroupAdministrator[ji].groupNarne = GN, t11) 

A Futr(Groupable[ki].deliverCall(msg2) 

A GroupAdministrator[ji].memberID = Groupable[ki] .ID 

A GroupAdministratorOt].groupNarne = GN, t,2) 

A Futr(Groupable[k2].deliverCall(msgi) 

A GroupAdministrator[ji].memberID = Groupable[k2].ID 

A GroupAdministrator[ji].groupName = GN, t21) 

A Futr(Groupable[k2].deliverCall(msg2) 

1 

A GroupAdministrator[ji].memberID = Groupable[k2J.ID 

A GroupAdministratorfü].groupNarne = GN, t22) 

➔ ((t11<t12 /\ t21<ti2) V (tu >t12 /\ ti1>ti2)) 

1nisleading ___ ùn•ocable: 

r·r.vuc,iblcl_kj.fD"' Grüupablefk.1.ID 
end GroupCommunicationService 
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Appendix B : Total order multicast axiom 

(complex version) 

total order multicast: - -

' {(GroupAccessor[i].multicastCall(msg1)" GroupAccessor[i].groupName = GN 

"3t (t:>0 "Futr(GroupAccessor[i'].multicastCall(msg2) 

/\ GroupAccessor[i'].groupName = GN, t))) 

V 

(GroupAccessor[i].multicastCall(msg1) /\ GroupAccessor[i].groupName = GN 

"3t (t:>0 /\ Futr(GroupAdministrator[j].multicastCall(msg2) 

/\ GroupAdministrator[j].groupName = GN, t))) 

V 

(GroupAdministrator[j].multicastCall(msg1) " GroupAdministrator[i].groupName = GN 

/\ 3t (t:>0 "Futr(GroupAccessor[i'].multicastCall(msg2) 

" GroupAccessor[i'].groupName = GN, t))) 

V 

(GroupAdministrator[j].multicastCall(msgi) " GroupAdministrator[i].groupName = GN 

/\ 3t (t>O /\ Futr(GroupAdministratorü'].multicastCall(msg2) 

"GroupAdministratorü'].groupName = GN, t))) 

} 

/\ Futr(Groupable[ki].deliverCall(msg1) 

"GroupAdministratorüi].memberlD = Groupable[ki].ID 

/\ GroupAdministratorfü].groupName = GN, tu) 

/\ Futr( Groupable[ki].deli verCall(msg2) 

/\ GroupAdministratorüi].memberID = Groupable[ki].ID 

/\ GroupAdministratorfü].groupName = GN, ti2) 

"Futr(Groupable[k2].deliverCall(msg1) 

"GroupAdministratorü2].memberID = Groupable[k2].ID 

/\ GroupAdministratorü2].groupName = GN, tzi) 

" Futr( Grnupable[k2] .deli verCall(msg2) 

î 

" GroupAdministratorLiz].memberID = Groupable[k2].ID 

"GroupAdministratorUz].groupName = GN, tzz) 

➔ ((tu<t12 /\ t21<t22) v (tu>t12 /\ t21>t22)) 





Appendix C : TRIO specification BNF syntax 

<class> 

<signature> .. -

<temp_domain> 

<domains> 

<dom_sig> 

<time_dependent> 

<time_independent> 

<consts> 

< partial_consts> 

<total_consts> .. -

<consts_sig> .. -

<functions> 

class <signature> <formulae> end_class 

signature <temp_domain> [ <domains>] 

[ <time_dependent>] [ <time_independent>] 

temporal demain: <integer_range>; 

demains { <dom_sig> }+ 

<identifier> : <integer_range> 

1 [step integerNumber] (approximated]; 

1 <identifier>: <real_range> (approxima ted]; 

1 <identifier>: { <identifier_list>}; 

TD Items 

[ <consts>] ( <functions>] [<propositions>] [ <predicates>] 

TI Items 

[ <consts>] [ <functions>] [<propositions>] [ <predicates>] 

consts 

<partial_consts> [ <total_consts>] 

1 [ <partial_consts>] <total_consts> 

partial { <const_sig> }+ 

total { <consts_sig> }+ 

<identifier> [ = <identifier_or_number>]: <identifier>; 

functions 

<partial_functions> [ <total_functions>] 

1 [ <partial_functions>] <total_functions> 
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<partial_functions> 

<total_functions> 

<func_sig> 

<propositions> 

<prop_sig> 

<predicates> 

<pred_sig> 

<formulae> 

<var_sig> 

<formula> 

<trio_formula_l > .. -
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partial { <func_sig> }+ 

total { <func_sig> }+ 

<identifier> ( <identifier_list>) : <identifier> ; 

proposi tians { <prop_sig> }+ 

<dentifier> ; 

predicates { <pred_sig> }+ 

<identifier> ( <identifier_list>); 

formulae 

[ vars { <var_sig> }+] 

axioms {<formula>;}+ 

<var_list>: <identifier>; 

[<identifier>:] <trio_formula_l>; 

true 

1 false 

1 <atomic_formula> 

1 < <trio_formula>) 

1 <trio_formula> & <trio_formula> 

1 <trio_formula> 1 <trio_formula> 

1 <trio_formula> -> <trio_formula> 

1 <trio_formula> <-> <trio_formula> 

1 <trio_formula> 1 1 <trio_formula> 

1 -<trio_formula> 

1 all <var_list> <trio_formula> 

1 ex <spec_var_list> <trio_formula> 

1 <temp_op_l> ( <trio_formula>) 

1 <temp_op_2> ( <trio_formula>, <trio_formula>) 

1 <temp_op_3> ( <trio_formula>, <t_term>) 



<trio_formula> 

<temp_op_l> 

AlwP_i 

SomP_i 

<temp_op_2> 

<temp_op_3> 

<atomic_formula> 

<predicate> 

<check> 

.. -

Appendix C: TRIO spedfication BNF syntax 

<identifier> <trio_formula_l> 

Alw I AlwF I AlwF_e AlwF_i I AlwP I AlwP_e 

1 Som I SomF I SomF _e SomF _i I SomP I SomP _e 

1 UpToNow I Becomes 

Until I Until_w I Since I Since_w I Before 

Dist I Futr I Past I Lasts I Lasted 

1 Lasts_ee I Lasts_ei I Lasts_ie I Lasts_ii 

1 Lasted_ee I Lasted_ei I Lasted_ie I Lasted_ii 

1 Wi thin I Wi thinF I Wi thinP 

1 Wi thinF _ee I Wi thinF _ei I Wi thinF _ie 

1 WithinF_ii I WithinP_ee I WithinP_ei 

1 WithinP_ie I WithinP_ii 

1 NextTime I LastTime 

<predicate> 1 <check> 

<identifier> 1 <idenhfier> < <term_list> > 

<term> = <term> 

1 <term> <> <term> 

1 <term> < <term> 

1 <term> > <term> 

1 <term> <= <term> 

1 <term> =< <term> 

1 <term> =< <term> =< <term> 

1 <term> < <term> =< <term> 

1 <term> =< <term> < <term> 

1 <term> < <term> < <term> 

1 <term> >= <term> >= <term> 

1 <term> > <term> >= <term> 

1 <term> >= <term> > <term> 

1 <term> > <term> > <term> 
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<term> 

<var> 

<const> 

<func> ··-· .. -

<expr> .. -

<term_list> .. -

<var_list> .. -

<var> .. -

<spec_ var _list> .. -

<spec_var> .. -

<number> .. -

<integer_range> .. -

<real_range> .. -
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<number> 1 <var> 1 <const> 1 <func> 1 <expr> 

1 <dist> ( <term>, <term> > 

<identifier> 

<identifier> 

<identifier> ( <term_list> > 

<term> + <term> 

1 <term> - <term> 

1 <term> / <term> 

1 <term> / / <term> 

1 <term> * <term> 

1 <term> mod <term> 

1 <term> " <term> 

<term>{, <term> }* 

<var>{, <var>}* 

<identifier> 

<spec_var>{,<spec_var>}* 

[ [ > <integer> J] <identifier> 

1 [ [ < <integer> l] <identifier> 

1 [ [ = <integer> l] <identifier> 

1 [ [ <= <integer> l] <identifier> 

1 [ [ =< <integer> l] <identifier> 

1 [ [ <> <integer> l] <identifier> 

<integer> 1 <real> 

<integer> .. <integer> 

<real> .. <real> 



Appendix C: TRIO spedfication BNF syntax 

<identifier> any string beginning with a low case character 

< identifier _list> .. - <identifier>{, <identifier>} 

<identifier_or_number> ::= <identifier> 1 <number> 

Comments should begin with / * and end with * /. 

It is possible to use symbolic names in the specification by means of define clause which 

works as in regular C programs. For example, #define MAX 100 allows one to use the 

symbolic name MAX in the specification. When executing the specification each occurrence 

of MAX will be substituted with the value 100. 
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Appendix D: TRIO histories BNF syntax 

<History_file> .. - { <History> }+ 

<History> .. - BEGIN <!dent> <Event_List> END 

<Event_List> .. - {<Event>: <Instant>}* 

<Event> .. - <Predicate> 1 not <Predicate> 

1 <Funct> <Op> <Value> 1 not <Funct> <Op> <Value> 

<Instant> .. - <Number> 1 <Range> 1 <!dent> <Range> 1 al 1 

<Predicate> .. - <!dent> 1 <!dent> ( <Arg_List> > 

<Funct> .. - <!dent> 1 <!dent> ( <Arg_List>) 

<Op> .. - = 1 <> 1 > 1 < 1 >= 1 =< 

<Value> .. - <Number> 1 <!dent> 1 <Universal> 1 <Existential> 

<Universal> .. - <Range> 1 <Enum> 

<Existential> .. - <!dent> <Range> 1 <!dent> <Enum> 

<Range> .. - [ <Number> .. <Number> 1 

<Arg_List> .. - <Value>{, <Value>}* 

<Enum> .. - {<Value>{, <Value>}*} 

Comments should begin with / * and end with * /. 





Appendix E: TCG action definition 

Operator C1 C2 Cl 

Always(A) A in every time instant Same as Cl Same as Cl 

AlwF(A) 
A in every future time 

Same as Cl Same as Cl 
instant 

AlwP(A) 
A in every past time 

Same as Cl Same as Cl 
instant 

Som(A) 

SomF(A) Undefined Undefined Undefined 

SomP(A) 

UpToNow(A) Past(A,l) Same as Cl Same as Cl 

Becomes(A) A & Past( ~ A,1) Same as Cl Same as Cl 

~ Becomes(A) ~A Past(A,1) ~ A I Past(A,1) 

Until(A, B) 
Undefined Undefined Undefined 

Since(A,B) 

Nexttime(A, t) Futr(A, t) & Lasts( ~ A, t) Same as Cl Same as Cl 

Lasttime(A, t) Past(A, t) & Lasted( ~ A, t) Same as Cl Same as Cl 

A is true in the next t -1 
Lasts(A,t) Same as Cl Same as Cl 

time instants 

Lasted(A, t) 
A is true in the previous 

Same as Cl Same as Cl 
t -1 time instants 

WithinP(A, t) 
Undefined Undefined Undefined 

WithinF(A,t) 

A&B A&B Same as Cl Same as Cl 

AIB A B AIB 

A ➔ B ~A B A&B 

AHB A&B ~A&~B A&B I ~A&~B 

FORALLxA A[v / x] for all values of x Same as Cl Same as Cl 

EXISTSxA Undefined Undefined Undefined 






